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Shea named 22nd president 
]CU Board of Trustees completes extensive search 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-in-Chief 
The john Carroll University 
Board of Trustees confirmed, on 
August 3, the recommendation of 
the presidential search commit-
tee: the board elected Rev. john J. 
Shea, S.J. to be the 22nd president 
of JCU, effective january 16,1996. 
This was the culmination of an 
intense process which began on 
March 14 when John G. Breen, 
chairman of the board, was au-
thorized by a vote of the board to 
appoint and chair a presidential 
search committee composed of 
trustees and two faculty members. 
At the committee's first meet-
ing on March 16, various ground 
rules were agreed upon for the 
search, especially how candidates 
would be located. The jesuit Con-
ference, a consul ring arm of the 10 
provincial superiors in the U.S., 
and the provincial superiors them-
selves, presidents of the other 27 
. op~~~~llli<' Mal~&..ot 
t h e two American Jesuit 
theologates,all provided input and 
suggestions for available candi-
dates as well as members of the 
JCU community. 
Most of the 55 jesuits nomi-
nated were invited to become ap-
plicants. Of that list, five appli-
cants were targeted for interviews. 
During this time, Acting Presi-
dent Frederick Travis appointed a 
presidential search faculty advi-
sory committee which also pro-
vided names of Jesuits who could 
benominated,anddiscussedchar-
acteristics they would want to see 
in a new president. 
in its previous deliberations, 
strongly was inclined towards Fa-
ther Shea at this point, prior to the 
withdrawlof theothercandidate." 
Shea was invited to a cocktail 
reception on july 6 and spoke of 
his interest and background to be-
come president and answered 
questions. 
After that event, Breen led the 
trustees, search committee mem-
bersand faculty in a discussion of 
Shea to formulate the final evalu-
ation of his candidacy. 
The committee's opinion was 
taken to the board with the same 
recommendation that Rev. Tho-
mas P. O'Malley and the late Rev. 
Michael J. Lavelle received, Shea 
"will make an excellent president 
Rev. John J. Shea, SJ. 
and provide the university the 
kind of leadership it needs in the 
years ahead." 
A glimpse of the new president 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-in-Chief 
"He was the outstanding can-
ered best of the whole bunch," said 
Frederick Travis, acting president. 
On August 3, Rev. john]. Shea 
was elected by the board of trust-
ees as the 22nd president of John 
Carroll University. 
Currently serving as the Vice 
President for Student Affairs at 
Fordham University in New York 
City, Shea's professional and ad-
ministrative experience is exten-
sive and comprehensive. 
Prior to assuming that position 
in january 1991,Shea had been at 
Fordham since 1986 in various 
capacities such as Associate Vice 
President for Student Affairs, Rec-
tor of Murray-Weigel Hall and 
part-time psychologist for the 
counseling center. 
~He also has a feel i~g for the 
UIW1/ei~~t}:_a,~ 
graduate institution: said Travis. 
Travis describes Shea's leader-
ship style as more consultative 
rather than directive. 
"He has a good ability to del-
egate and meets the public well. 
He's very personable," said Travis. 
Shea has visited the cam pus on 
at least four occasions and plans 
various visits this semester, time 
permitting. 
"The preference was not to go 
one and a haU years without a 
president," Travis explained. "l 
think that was important not be-
cause I'm anxious to leave the po-
sition, but to keep the university 
moving.' 
Carroll bans smoking 
forcing students to 
seek alternatives 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
Smoking has been prohibited 
on campus in a ll public areas 
within john Carroll buildings as 
of August 28. This policy was 
posted around the university m a 
memo from Dr Frederick Travis, 
acting president, causing an up-
roar among students. 
According to Rev. Richard P. 
Salmi,SJ., this new policy was in-
stated in order to comply with a 
University Heights City Ordi-
nancestating that "the possession 
of lighted smoking materials in 
anyformisprohibitedinanypub-
lic places." This ordinance, which 
was passed in 1987, encompasses 
the entire cam pus with the excep-
tion of residence hall rooms. 
The fact that john Carroll is a 
private 1nst it utlon does not ex· 
r i r i-
nance, 
"In reviewing the city's ordi-
nance, it became clear that the 
university was not in compliance 
with the city's ordinance," said 
Salmi. 
According to Salmi, the vice 
presidents and deans of the uni-
versity were in a monthly meet-
ing with Travis and theissuearose. 
With the aid of the vice presidents, 
Travis made the decision to ban 
smoking in public areas, Salmi 
said. 
"The office has only gotten two 
inquiries from smokers about the 
change," Salmi said. "We have got-
ten countless calls and e-mails 
thanking the university for imple-
menting the policy.~ 
Student Union, though, has re-
ceived numerouscomplaints,said 
Bill Glunz, vice president of the 
student union. 
"I think 1t IS utterly burden-
some," Glunz sa1d. "Right now, 
while it is warm, smokers can go 
outside to smoke. But in the dead 
of winter, it's discrimination." 
The Student Union investiga-
tive com mittee is currently look-
ing oven he lawtoseeif there is an 
exception to the rule and if there 
is a way to designate a smoking 
area, said john Cranley, president 
of the Student Union. 
"We are going to see if there 
isn't a possibility to have an in-
door place for smoking," Cranley 
sa1d 
Forst udcnts w ho live on cam· 
, the onl o uon 1s w sm m 
tht pttnty rftefr I'MiriS. . 8ut, 
some students say, even that isdif-
flcult. 
"The fire alarms are really sen-
sitive in the dorms," said sopho-
more smoker Matt Cassidy. 
"There's really no place for smok-
ers to go." 
Amy Nyitrai, sophomore non-
smoker, said that the designated 
smoking areas did not bother her. 
"It doesn't bother me," she said. 
"There should be some areas for 
smokers as long as they don't 
bother non-smokers." 
The new smoking policy in con-
junction with the new price in-
see SMOKING, page 3 Additionally, Travis requested 
that the appropriate vice presi-
dentsformgroupsof students and 
staff with whom the search com-
mittee could consult. 
lm Between price increase causes drop in patronage 
According to the final report of 
the presidential search comittee, 
followi ngdiscussion withallcom-
mittees and analyzing the results 
of the searches, the committee de-
veloped a set of interview ques-
tions to be presented to each can-
didate. 
One candidate withdrew be-
fore being interviewed, and one 
was not formally interviewed at 
his request after coming to Cleve-
land for a social visit. 
The remaining three under-
went intensive interviews of 35 
questions which included a dis-
cussion of administrative cases. 
The conclusions were that one 
candidate did not have enough 
managerial experience and one 
other wilhdrew, leaving Shea, 
though the Board had been lean-
ing heavily toward him by this 
time anyway. 
Accordingtothefinalreportof 
the presidential search commit-
tee, "It should be noted emphati-
cally that the search committee, 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
The drastic increase in the price 
of food coupled with the lack of 
variety in the Inn Between has 
come under fire this week from 
Student Union. 
Dan Yaeger, director of Marri-
ott food services, said the prices 
were increased in order to keep up 
with competitors' prices. 
"We evaluated each item's cost, 
selling price, and profitability," he 
said. "There has not been a price 
increase in the Inn Between in two 
years, and the Pizza Hut since its 
opening in 1989." 
Marriott has been undergoing 
a competitors' analysis, which 
compares the prices of the Inn 
Between and Pizza Hut to com-
petitors, and the results should be 
complete in a week, Yaeger said. 
"l can't speak from fact because 
not all of the information is in the 
analysis yet," he said. "There may 
be price adjustments in the end. 
The initial informa non shows that 
the items are pretty much in line 
with how they are packaged lo-
cally." 
Yaeger added that if there is a 
price adjustment, it shouldn't be 
more than a few cents off. 
"The prices haven't been raised 
in several years," Rev. Richard P. 
Salmi, vice president of student 
affairs said. "The increases were 
generally to bring prices in line 
with those of other retail outlets. 
Obviously it's more expensive 
than last year, but it's not out of 
line." 
Thealternativetoeatingin the 
Inn Between is the cafeteria. The 
prices for a meal have decreased 
considerably. and Yaeger encour-
ages students to eat their meals in 
the cafeteria. 
"The prices in the cafeteria are 
probably the best prices in town," 
he said. "It's all you can eat, and 
what's available has improved." 
Students who live off campus 
and choose to purchase their 
lunches should think about pay-
ing cash to eat lunch in the cafete-
ria, Salmi said. 
"To me, it doesn't make a lot of 
sense, if purchasing a full lunch, 
to eat in the Inn Between," Salmi 
said. "1t just makes more sense to 
go in the cafeteria. If you just want 
a cup of coffee or a snack, its a 
different matter." 
Raising the prices had nothing 
are set up by the university, Yaeger 
said. There are large gaps of time 
when there is no business at all. 
The reason for such a drastic 
increase in the price is because 
Marriott has not kept up with the 
current prices of the items, Yaeger 
said. 
"We should 
"I praise them for what 
they've done with the 
have done a 
gradual price in-
crease year-by-
year instead of 
puttingitoff,"he 
said. cafeteria, but we cannot 
accept what happened in 
The Student 
Union has re-
sponded to the 
the 'nn Betu..~:een " price increase '' .,., • Dora lice Tavolano 
with outrage. 
to do with profitability, Yaeger 
said. 
"Those areas have always been 
money losing propositions," he 
said. "I don't think it will ever be 
profitable. It is not one of our 
goals." 
The hours of the Inn Between 
"We are very 
happy with the positive changes 
in the cafeteria," said john Cran-
ley, president of the Student 
Union. "However, we have no other 
response but outrage at the price 
increase in the Inn Between. There 
is no way we can stand by and let 
see PRICES, page 3 
2 
SU over budget 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
An error in reading the com-
puterized expense budget resu !ted 
in a $21,000Studem Union deficit 
for the 9+95 fiscal year. 
~The amount of money the Stu-
dent Union spent in the 9+95 fis-
cal year exceeded the university 
subsidy to the Student Union in 
addition to the revenue raised by 
the Student Union; said john 
Cranley,Student Union president 
·we therefore ran a debt for the 
94-95 fiscal year, which was cor-
rected for the 95-96 fiscal year." 
At the beginning of the 94-95 
fiscal year, Cranley, 94-95SUpresi-
dent, and Mike Colyer, 94-95 SU 
treasurer submitted a $115,000 
budget to the university. 
This budget consisted of pro-
jected expenses for all SU activi-
ties, which also depended on pro-
jected incomes from these events. 
According to Cranley, when the 
income from an event did not 
match the projected income, the 
SUincurredagreaterexpensethan 
originally expected. These dirfer-
ences were not accounted for in 
the active budget. 
According to Cranley, Colyer 
was usually the only SU member 
to read the budget, but he misun-
derstood how the budget worked. 
Cranley was shown the budget a 
few times, but smce he was not 
familiar with accounting for the 
money, he was convinced the bud-
get was okay, he said. 
"We were looking at thew rong 
numbers, • Cranley said. 
Rev. Richard P Salmi SJ., vice 
1lft'll\clent of student tffa\n, •\d 
rhe com purer screen reading for 
the budget t.s very confusing. 
"The way the software is pro-
grammed, it can easily mislead 
someone looking at the screen to 
think that there is more money 
than there actually is," Salmi said. 
The problem was brought to 
the anent ion of SU officials at the 
end of last year John !vee, vke 
presidenr of the business depart-
ment, and Salmi had noticed the 
errors. 
"No club or organization can 
carry a deficit from one year to the 
next,· Salmi said . 
When this happens, umversity 
allocation to thesed u bs is reduced 
bythearnoumof the deficit, Salmi 
said. 
Cranley said the university re-
alized the SU's over-expenditure 
was a mistake, and they were nice 
enough to absorb $8,500 of the 
debt, he said. Thus, the remaining 
$12,500 was taken from this year's 
SU budget. 
Regular SU expenses, such as 
Welcome Back Week, Homecom-
ing, and Project GOLD, will not be 
affected by last year's debt. 
"If you subtract the amount of 
money spem on the video store 
and the money lost on concerts, 
there 1s no real difference between 
the money spent last year and the 
money we will spend this year," 
Cranley said. "With this subtrac-
tion, we are actually spending 
more this year. The changes in 
this year's budget are mainly due 
to the realization that our pro-
jected revenue fell short last year, 
and it would be irresponsible to 
continue to make unrealistic pro-
jections." 
However, the SU may have to 
charge more money at certain 
events or spend less on other 
events. 
Cranley said rhisis not because 
of the loss of money, but because 
last year's budget was unrealistic 
and the SU was unknowingly 
spending more than it had. 
This year the SU will be work-
ing with approx\mate\ya $92,000 
budge!. They are also set ti ng up a 
system of checks and balances. 
"lt'stheStudemUnion'srespon-
sibility," Cranley said. "It's been an 
incredible learning experience, 
and we're gettingstrongerf rom it. 
What we learned the hard way is 
that thts is not play money. We 
were wrong. We made mistakes. 
It's our responsibility to set up a 
system to minimize the possibil-
ity that this will happen again." 
1995 Calendar Events 
International Studies Center 
Phone: 397-4320 
These events are free~ open to all members of the Carroll c<>rmll8lity. 
Sept. 13 3:00 
Dr. Joseph Kelly: Faculty Lecture Series, AD 258 
The Earliest Christianity in Africa 
Sept14 5:00 
Stefan August Lutgenau: Murphy Room 
lbnan Rights as Social Democratic Global Policy 
Sept27 3:30 
Dr. Willicrn Hauser: Faculty Lecture Series. AD 258 
The lntematlonalizatlon of Rubbermaid 
Oct.25 3:30 
Dr. Shirley Seaton: Faculty lecture Series, AD 258 
Educational Reform in China 
Nov.2 7:30 
Tcrnara <rd the Shadow Theatre of Java: Co-sponsored with 
Multicultural Affairs, OJ. Lombardo Conference Room 
Nov.3 7:30 
FL Jon Sotlrino: Fr. Seglfi1o Montes Memorial lecture, Co-sponsored 
with SocK;>togy Dept, OJ. Lombardo Conference Room: lbnan rights 
1n 8 Satvooor from the point of view of the victim 
Nov.a 3:30 
Dr. Vincent McHale: Faculty Lecture Senes, AD 258 
Democratic Transition and the Evolution of Mass Politics in Post-
Cormulist Central and Eastern Europe 
Nov.11 8-5 
Culturaiii'Til'lefsion: Japan 
NEWS The Carroll News, September 9, 1995 
Students can now enjoy fresh cooked pasta due to the new pasta bar in the cafeteria. 
Carroll·s campus gets renovated 
Students return with a new perspective 
Shannon Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
Walking from the steps of the 
Atrium toanyoneof the dorms on 
campus, students notice full trees, 
blooming flowers, and freshly 
groomed grass. Thisisonlyoneof 
the \mprovements on the campus 
of John Carroll. 
"When Ifirst walked out of the 
Atrium and saw how beautiful the 
campus looked, it felt good ro be 
back," said sophomore Mary Wil-
son. 
Besides the grounds, there are 
many changes throughout cam-
pus, from doubling the size of the 
library to repainting the Inn Be-
tween. 
As much as the menu has 
changed in the cafeteria, so has 
the atmosphere. Many students 
have already registered corn-
plaints about the polar climate in 
the dining hall. 
The next to hit the senses is the 
aroma off reshly cooked food. 
"By cooking the food in the ser-
vice area you can enjoy the smell 
of the food," Rev. Richard P. Salmi 
S.J. said. "It is something different 
toimprovestudent life. lam really 
pleased with the hard work and 
time that Marriott and Dan Yae-
ger have put into it." 
Other changes within the caf-
eteria are the quality and displays 
of the desserts and fresh fruit. Stu-
dents can now help themselves to 
more of each. 
The first things to catch the~ 
in rhe renova red Inn Between are 
the newly-painted wall and the 
clean round steel tables. With the 
round tables, more students can 
occupy the area. 
Besides the sight and smell of 
the eating areas, prices have also 
changed.ltisnow$4.50insteadof 
$7.00 for a guest to eat in the caf-
eteria. 
But despite all these positive 
moves, the drastic increase in 
prices in the Inn Between have 
peopledebatingwhetheror not to 
spend the money 
"The Inn Between looks great 
butthepriceshavereallygone up. 
The drastic increase in prices will 
have people debating whether or 
not to spend the money !think, as 
a result, people won't go as of ten," 
said Geraldine Thorn pson, sopho-
more. 
Along with the campus wide 
awareness, the eating areas have 
also become smoke-free. 
"The Inn Between looks fantas-
tic, and I hope the students will 
enjoy it. The physical plant per-
sonnel worked hard to get the area 
finished before school started, and 
I am thankful to Larry Guster for 
the new look," said Salmi. 
Th e newest addition ro John 
Carroll is the library. 
From the point of opening the 
door and setting foot inside, the 
changeisapparent. Theinfo-track 
system has moved, the books have 
shifted, and there are many more 
people around to answer ques-
tions. 
"When 1 first went there I had 
to relearn how to find the books I 
needed, but it was an easier pro-
cess. Instead of dreading going to 
the library, I won't mind so much 
now," said Jason Evans, sopho-
more. 
While students here at John 
Carroll were taking the summer 
off, the employees were hard at 
work to make our welcome-back a 
new, pleasant, and exciting one. 
With the addition of the new 
library and the changes all over 
carnpus,John Carroll is ready for 
1995 and years to come. 
Grand Opening 
20060 Van Aken Blvd. 
(next to Jos. Banks) 
Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m. daily 
12 varieties of natural poultry 
18 different hot & cold side dishes 
r------------------------------
1 Save $2.00 on any purchase of $5.00 or more. i 
1 when you show one coupon per customer. I 
L us your JCU ID carrot be combined with any other discounts or offers. 
------------------------------~ 
"The food everyone's t-aving about" 
The Carroll News, September 9, 1995 NEWS 3 
Organization fair to get students involved 
carolyn Sprague 
Staff Reporter 
Over 70campusorganizations 
were invited to promote their 
group to new students atJCU'sfirst 
Organization Fair yesterday. 
The fair gave new and transfer 
students the opportunity to find 
out what organizations are avail-
able and in which ones they can 
get involved. 
"By getting involved, students 
gain a new perspective and meet 
new friends ," said Lisa Heckman, 
director of Student Activities and 
coordinator of the organization 
fair. 
Heckman said she hopes that 
new students find a point of in rer-
estandgetinvolved. Withover70 
organizations on campus, 
Heckman said that there is an or-
ganization for everyone. 
"There is much more than aca-
demics, such as participation in 
an organization, which will make 
a contribution to a student's edu-
cation," said Fr. Peter Fennessy SJ., 
director of Campus Ministry. 
Increase: 
continued from page 1 
the price increase just slide by." 
Bill Glunz, SU vice president, 
said that students are on a strict 
budget and the Inn Between no 
longer seems to be a good value. 
"The cafeteria is great butatthe 
expense of the commuter," Glunz 
said . "If th e quality and quantity 
of the food in the Inn Between im-
proved, I could see it, but the food 
hasn't changed." 
Dora lice Tavolar io, SU director 
of lnternal Affairs said before the 
=..,;:;:.::!--""·--- t•;;tu"::ll~e~n~t· ·n:n:ioncanta eanycou 
of action, they need to show every-
one cares. 
"It's really hard because I work 
so close w ith all the managers, I 
praise them for what they've done 
with the cafeteria," she said. "But 
we cannot accept what happened 
in the Inn Between." 
Tavolario said she thinks the 
price increase is absurd for those 
who are off campus. 
"It's not fair and something 
should be done," she said. "I feel 
bad for the Inn Between workers, 
they are the ones taking the heat 
for it." 
Garry Smith, Inn Between cook 
and cashier, said that sales have 
dropped d rast ica 1\ y. 
"My business has gone down 
and sales have dropped tremen-
dously," he said. "Students think 
the prices are too high. If it 
"Therearesornany things that you 
can do, but too little time, so you 
have to make a choice." 
Whilesomethingsimilartothe 
Organizanon Fair has been held 
in the past, th1s was Heckman's 
first try at organizing it , she said. 
"We are putting new twists on 
it," she said. 
Salmi met last year with 
Heckman to explore ways of gen-
erating excitement and interest in 
student organizations. 
"Through the Organization 
Fair,studentscan 'shop' for activi -
ties," said Salmi. 
Heckman aims to continue the 
fair every year with modifications 
based on the outcome of this year's 
fair, Salmi added . 
"We can hope theOrganization 
Fair is marginally successful and 
build on its success," said Salmi. 
"Since the fair is new, we were not 
expecting much participation, but 
hopefully people wanted to be-
come pan of it." 
All freshmen received invita-
tions to the fair along with five 
wouldn 't have gone upsomuch, l 
don't think it would have been a 
problem " 
Cranley stressed that, in the 
past, Marriott has been willing to 
listen to student concerns. 
"Due to the meetings last year, 
there is a better selection and vari-
ety in the cafeteria," he satd "Ev-
ery impression we got from Mar-
riott is positive in cooperation." 
The Student Union has put to-
gether a petition to see what stu-
dent opinion is, said Cranley. 
"We are particularlyconcerned 
about the effe ts he chan e w ll 
Cranley said. 
Glunz said he hopes this in-
crease in price will not scare 
people back off campus. 
"We need to make commuters 
a part of the university commu-
nity," he said. "It is just going to 
scare commuters off further.'' 
The intention of Marriott was 
not to discourage people from eat-
ing in the Inn Be tween, Salmi said. 
"I noticedoff-carnpusstudents 
seldom ate in the cafeteria because 
of the dicotomy between resi-
dence hall students and off-cam-
pus students," Salmi said . "1 am 
hopeful that will be less this year 
Students[off-campus)will be able 
to eat lunch with theirfriends in 
residence halls." 
Peri tions to decrease the prices 
will be circulated within the week, 
Cranley said. 
tickets. Students placed one of the 
five tickets ina box ateachorgani-
zation booth which seemed mter-
esting to them. These tickets were 
notonlya way to introduce them-
selves to the organization, they 
were also raffle tickets, sa1d 
Heckman. The winner will re-
ceive four tickets to the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame and a free limo 
ride there, she said. 
"Hopefully freshmen will get 
involved and not wait unnl sec-
ond semester or sophomore year," 
Salmi said. "Participating is part 
of college Classroom experience 
is important, but participation 
outside of class is equally as i rn-
portant." 
The fair notonlyoffered an ad-
vantage to new students, but also 
to every campus organization, 
Heckman said. 
"The fair gave organizations a 
chance toshowoff what they have 
to offer," said Heckman. 
As an mcentive for attendance 
by organ izations, the top two or-
ganizations that generated the 
Smoking: 
continued from page 1 
crease has caused a decrease in the 
number of occupants in the Inn 
Between. 
"By making it a non-smoking 
area , it's been real slow," said Garry 
Smith, Inn Between cook and cash-
ier. • 'obody comes down here 
anymore." 
Winter will be an additional 
factor in the issue since students 
and faculty alike will be forced to 
the outdoors to smoke. 
"l r f r n t to ht . 
Salcetti, professor of communica-
tions and smoker. 
Salmi, however, was not enthu-
siastic w ith the idea. 
"The city ordinance does pro-
vide for designated smoking ar-
eas," Salmi said. "However, it is 
clear that those areas need to be 
properly ventilated and removed 
from publicareas.ltmadeiteasier 
for the benefit of everyone that 
there is no smoking in public ar-
eas." 
Salmi said he hopes the policy 
will be seen by everyone as a posi-
tive move to make the university 
healthier. 
"Several years ago, the univer-
sity removed cigarette machines 
fromcampus,"hesaid. "ltwasclear 
at that time that the university felt 
it. was not in the best interest for 
students to smoke.' 
most interest will be the recipi-
ents of a Stt-down steak dinner, 
she said. 
Although members of the 
lntervarsayChrisuan Fellowsh1p 
group promoted their organiza 
tion, the group also publicized it-
self at the organization (air. 
"In tervarsi ty creates a small fe 1-
lowship between all members," 
said Large Group Coordinator 
Grant Mast. "It is a place where 
one can come to not worry about 
college life, relax, learn, be friends, 
and worship." 
Another partic1pant in the Or 
ganization Fair was theJCU Row-
ing Team. 
"The fair is a great idea, and l 
hope it w11l raise interest m our 
group," said Crew Presidentjackee 
Virant. "It will give usa chance to 
spread our name." 
Virant considers the fair to be a 
good form of advenisementforthe 
new orgamzations, she said 
"Learmng about the d1ffercnt 
groups available at the [;m was a 
good opportunity and much eas1er 
than having to call various people 
just for information about a par-
ticular campus group," she said 
WhJle the orgamzauon fatr 
presented all types of organiza-
tionsoncampus,Fenncssysaid he 
would like students to be aware of 
Campus Mmistry. 
"Campus Ministry allows stu-
dents to participate in events of 
their own choice, based on their 
own schedule, without actually 
belongingtoan organization," sa1d 
Fennessy. 
ROTC's Battalion Com -
mander Eric Krahtz said he likes 
the idea of the organization fair 
because he believes that it is im-
portant for new students to get a 
feel for what IS available at John 
Carroll. 
"Students don't always pay at-
tenrion to signs, and some groups 
arc not proawve," said Krahtz. 
Many other honor society, so-
cial , religious, government, and 
,reekgroupsalsopromoted their 
groups at the fair in Keller Corn -
mons. 
Frosh class aims high 
Bob McDowell 
Staff Reporter 
The Class of 1999 IS the largest 
ever, as its849 members bring the 
total undergraduate enrollment to 
over 3,170 students. 
This freshmen class figure IS in 
line with the university's des1red 
enrollment of 1000 to 1200 stu-
dents, said John Gladstone, dean 
of admissions. The f1gure of 849 
freshmen surpasses the j)revious 
hi h o[ 820 [or the (.\as~ ol t99B 
to a rise in the number of qua[i 
fied applicants for admission," 
Gladstone said. 
The average high school GPA 
for this year's incoming freshman 
was 3.3, said Laryn Runco, direc-
tor of admissions. lt is the highest 
GPA of any incoming class, and 
alsoconsistsof 21 high school vale-
dictorians. About 16 percent of 
the freshmen had earned a high 
schoolGPAof 3.9or higher, and 40 
percent carried above a 3.5 GPA. 
"The average GPA of incoming 
women was 3.39, while the men's 
was 3.2," satd Runco. "Usually 
men average higher scores on col-
lege entra nee exams.'' 
This year's results of the en· 
trance exams are not yet available. 
Of the 849 freshmen, 424 are 
me nand 425are women. Approxi-
mately 87 percent of the fresh -
men arc living on campus,and 43 
percent come from greater Cleve-
land, said Runco. The compos!· 
tionorthecla mcludesthe usual 
number of non-Cleveland area 
srudems. 1 here is a Lur,e connn 
ent \rom stern Pc nnsy\vama, 
ago, and central and south rn 
Ohio. 
Runco said that the rise in 
qualified students applying to 
john Carroll is a result of the repu-
tation JCU has earned as one of 
the top-notch schools in the re-
gion. Additionally, its location in 
greater Cleveland is no longer 
viewed as a drawback. The posi-
tive image the city f)OW projects 
has influenced many local stu-
dents to stay in the area to attend 
college. At the same time, it has 
in£1uenced others to see the area 
as a desirable place to go to school, 
Runco said. 
BIG FUN 
Small Pr1ces 
• Wild 60's & 70's Items 
• Dormabilia 
• Star Wars 
• Classic Novelties 
• Cool T-shirts & Postcards 
• Pop Culture & Nostalgia Galore 
~""'""'We Buy Old Toys~""'""' 
1827 Coventry Road 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118 
(216) 371·4FUN (4386) 
$2.00 OFF 1 
Any Cool T-Shirt I 
Offer Valid only witf, coupon. 
Limil one per customer. 
Offer e><pires Jon0/95. JC 
10% OFF 
Any Purchase 
Offer Valid o11ly wilh coupon. 
limit one per customer. 
Offer expires 10/10195. JC 
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SU over budget 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
An error in reading the com-
puterizedexpense budget resulted 
ina $21,000Studem Union deficit 
for the 94-95 fiscal year. 
"The amount of money the Stu-
dent Union spem in the 94-95 fis-
cal year exceeded the university 
subsidy to the Student Union in 
addinon to the revenue raised by 
the Student Union,w said john 
Cranley,Studem Union president. 
"We therefore ran a debt for the 
94-95 fiscal year, which was cor-
rected for the 95-96 fiscal year." 
At the beginning of the 94-95 
fiscal year, Cranley, 94-95 SU presi-
dent, and Mike Colyer, 94-95 SU 
treasurer submitted a $115,000 
budget to the university. 
This budget consisted of pro-
jected expenses for all SU activi-
ties, which also depended on pro-
jected incomes from these events. 
According to Cranley, when the 
income from an event did not 
match the projected income, the 
SUincurredagreaterexpensethan 
originally expected. These d tffer-
ences were not accounted for in 
the active budget. 
According to Cranley, Colyer 
was usually the only SU member 
to read the budget, but he mJsun-
derstood how the budget worked. 
Cranley was shown the budget a 
few times, but since he was not 
familiar with accouming for the 
money, he wasconvmced the bud-
get was okay, he said. 
"We were looking at the wrong 
numbers," Cranley said. 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi SJ., vice 
~t of. student affs\ sa\d 
rhe compurcr screen reading for 
the bud et IS very confusing. 
"The way the software is pro-
grammed, It can easily mislead 
someone looking at the screen to 
think that there is more money 
than there actually is," Salmi said. 
The problem was brought to 
the anenuon of SU officials at the 
end of last year. john !vee, vice 
president of the buslnessdepan-
ment, and Salmi had noticed the 
errors. 
"No club or organization can 
carry a deficit from one year to the 
next,· Salmi said. 
When this happens, university 
allocation totheseclubsis reduced 
by the amountof thedeficit,Salmi 
said. 
Cranley said the university re-
alized the SU's over-expenditure 
was am istake, and they were mce 
enough to absorb $8j00 of the 
debt, he said. Thus, the remaining 
$12,500was taken from this year's 
SU budget 
Regular SU expenses, such as 
Welcome Back Week, Homecom-
ing, and Project GOLD, will not be 
affected by last year's debt. 
"If you subtract the amount of 
money spem on the video store 
and the money lost on concerts, 
there is no real difference between 
the money spent last year and the 
money we will spend this year," 
Cranley said. "With this subtrac-
tion, we are actually spending 
more this year. The changes in 
this year's budget are mainly due 
to the realization that our pro-
jected revenue fell short last year, 
and it would be irresponsible to 
continue to make unrealistic pro-
jections." 
However, the SU may have to 
charge more money at certain 
events or spend less on other 
events. 
Cranley said this is not because 
of the loss of money, but because 
last years budget was unrealistic 
and the SU was unknowingly 
spending more than it had. 
This year the SU will be work-
tng w\th apprarlmatelya $92,000 
budger They are alsosetring up a 
system of checks and balances. 
"It's the Student Union'srespon-
sibility,"Cranleysaid. "It's been an 
incredible learning experience, 
and we'regettingstronger from it. 
What we learned the hard way is 
that this is not play money. We 
were wrong. We made mistakes. 
It's our responsibility to set up a 
system to minimize the possibil-
ity that this will happen again." 
1995 Calendar Events 
International Studies Center 
Phone: 397-4320 
These events are free In! open to all members of the Carroll coomunlty. 
Sept.13 3:00 
Dr. Joseph Kelly. Faculty Lecture Series, AD 258 
The Earliest Christianity in Africa 
Sept14 5:00 
Stefan August Lutgeoau: Muf11ly Room 
lbnan Rights as Social Democratic Global Policy 
Sept27 3:30 
Dr. Willicm Hauser: Faculty Lecture Series, AD 258 
The Internationalization of Rubbennaid 
Oct25 3:30 
Dr. Shirley Seaton: Faculty Lecture Series, AD 258 
Educational Reform in China 
Nov.2 7"30 
Tcmara aro the Shadow Theatre of Java: Co-sponsored with 
Multicultural Affairs. OJ. Lorrbardo Conference Room 
Nov.3 7:30 
Fr: Jon Soblino: Fr. Seglnlo Montes Memorial Lecture, Co-sponsored 
with Soctology Dept, OJ. Lombardo Conference Room: 1-Unan rights 
in 8 salvador from the point of view of the victim 
Nov.a 3:30 
Dr. Vincent McHale: Faculty Lecture Senes, AD 258 
Democratic Trcn;ition aro the Evolution of Mass Politics In Post-
Cormulist Central and Eastern Europe 
Nov.11 8-5 
Qllturallmnersion: Japan 
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Students can now enjoy fresh cooked pasta due to the new pasta bar in the cafeteria. 
Carrolts campus gets renovated 
Students return with a new perspective 
Shannon Sullivan 
Staff Reporter 
Walking from the steps of the 
Atrium to anyone of the dorms on 
campus, students notice full trees, 
blooming flowers, and freshly 
groomedgrass. Thisisonlyoneof 
thetm~ntson the campus 
of j oh n Ca rroll. 
"When I first walked out of the 
Atrium and saw how beautiful the 
campus looked, it felt good to be 
back," said sophomore Mary Wi.l-
son. 
Besides the grounds, there are 
many changes throughout cam-
pus, from doubling the size of the 
library to repainting the Inn Be-
tween. 
As much as the menu has 
changed in the cafeteria, so has 
the atmosphere. Many students 
have already registered com-
plaints about the polar climate in 
the dining halL 
The next to hit the senses is the 
aroma off reshly cooked food . 
"By cooking the food in the ser-
vice area you can enjoy the smell 
of the food," Rev. Richard P. Salmi 
S.j.said. "It issomethingdifferent 
toimprovestudent life. lam really 
pleased with the hard work and 
time that Marriott and Dan Yae-
ger have put into it." 
Other changes within the caf-
eteria are the quality and displays 
of the desserts and fresh fruit. Stu-
dents can now help themselves to 
more of each. 
Thefirstthingstocatchtheeye 
in the renovated Inn Between a re 
the newly-painted wall and the 
clean round steel tables. With the 
round tables, more students can 
occupy the area. 
Besides the sight and smell of 
the eating areas, prices have also 
changed. It is now $4 50 instead of 
$7.00 for a guest to eat in the caf-
eteria. 
But despite all these positive 
moves, the drastic increase in 
prices in the Inn Between have 
peopledebatingwhetheror not to 
spend the money. 
"The Inn Between looks great 
but the prices have really gone up. 
The drastic increase in prices will 
have people debating whether or 
not to spend the money. I think, as 
a result, people won't go as often," 
said Gera !dine Thorn pson, sopho-
more. 
Along with the campus wide 
awareness, the eating areas have 
also become smoke-free. 
"The Inn Between looks fantas-
tic, and I hope the students will 
enjoy it. The physical plant per-
sonnel worked hard to get the area 
finished before school started, and 
I am thankful to Larry Guster for 
the new look," said Salmi. 
The newest additio n to john 
Carroll is the library. 
From the point of opening the 
door and setting foot inside, the 
change is apparent. The info-track 
system has moved, the books have 
shifted, and there are many more 
people around to answer ques-
tions. 
"When I first went there I had 
to relearn how to find the books 1 
needed, but it was an easier pro-
cess. Instead of dreading going to 
the library, I won't mind so much 
now," said jason Evans, sopho-
more. 
While students here at john 
Carroll were taking the summer 
off, the employees were hard at 
work to rna ke our welcome-back a 
new, pleasant, and exciting one. 
With the addition of the new 
library and the changes all over 
campus, john Carroll is ready for 
1995 and years to come. 
Grand Opening 
20060 Van Aken Blvd. 
(next to Jos. Banks) 
Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m. dally 
12 varieties of natural poultry 
18 different hot & cold side dishes 
r------------------------------, 
I Save $2.00 on any purchase of $5.00 or more. 1 
1 when you show one coupon per customer. 
L us your JCU ID cannot be combined with any other discounts or offers. I 
------------------------------~ 
"Tile food everyone's 1·aving about" 
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Organization fair to get students involved 
Carolyn Sprague 
Staff Reporter 
Over 70 campus organizations 
were invited to promote their 
group to new studentsatjCU'sfirst 
Organization Fair yesterday. 
The fair gave new and transfer 
students the opportunity to find 
out what organizations are avail-
able and in which ones they can 
get involved. 
"By getting involved , students 
gain a new perspective and meet 
new friends," said Lisa Heckman, 
director of Student Activities and 
coordinator of the organization 
fa1r. 
Heckman said she hopes that 
new students find a point of inter-
estandgetinvolved. Withover70 
organizations on campus, 
Heckman said that there is an or-
ganization for everyone. 
"There is much more than aca-
demics, such as participation in 
an organization, which will make 
a contribution to a student's edu-
cation," said Fr. Peter Fennessy SJ., 
director of Cam pus Ministry. 
"Therearesomany things that you 
can do, but too little time, so you 
have ro make a choice." 
Whilesomethingsimilartothe 
Organization Fair has been held 
in the past, this was Heckman's 
first try at organizing it, she said. 
"We are putting new twists on 
it," she said. 
Salmi met last year with 
Heckman to explore ways of gen-
erating excitement and interest in 
student organizations. 
"Through the Organization 
Fair, students can 'shop' for activi-
ties," said Salmi. 
Heckman aims tocominue the 
fair every year with modifications 
based on the outcome of this year's 
fair, Salmi added. 
"We can hope the Organization 
Fair is marginally successful and 
build on its success," said Salmi. 
"Since the fair is new, we were not 
expecting much participation, but 
hopefully people wanted to be-
come part of it." 
All freshmen received invita-
tions to the fair along with five 
tickets. Students placed one of the 
five tickets ina boxateachorgani-
zation booth which seemed inter-
esting to them. These tickets were 
not only a waytoimroduce them-
selves to the organization, they 
were also raffle tickets, said 
Heckman. The winner will re-
ceive four tickets to the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame and a free limo 
ride there, she said. 
"Hopefully freshmen will get 
mvolved and not wait until sec-
ond semester or sophomore year," 
Salmi said. "Participating is part 
of college Classroom experience 
is import ant, but participation 
outside of class is equally as im-
portant." 
The fair notonlyoffered an ad-
vantage to new students, but also 
to every campus organization, 
Heckman said. 
"The fair gave organizations a 
chance to show off what they have 
to offer," sa id Heckman. 
As an incentive for attendance 
by organizations, the top two or-
ganizations that generated the 
most imerest will be the recipi-
ents of a Stt·down steak dinner, 
shesa1d 
Although members of the 
lntervarsityChristJan Fellowsh1p 
group promoted their organiza-
tion, the group also publtciz.cd it-
self at the organization fair 
"Inter varsity crt-atesa sma 11 fel -
lowship between all members," 
said Large Group Coordinator 
Grant Mast. "It 1s a place where 
one can come to not worry about 
college life, relax, learn, befriends, 
and worship." 
Another participant m the Or-
gamzation Fair was thejCU Row-
ing Team. 
"The fair is a great idea , and I 
hope it will raise mterest in our 
group," said Crew Presidemjackee 
Virant. "It will give us a chance to 
spread our name." 
Virant considers the fair to be a 
good form of ad venisement for 1 he 
new orga ntza tions, she sa td 
"Learning about the different 
groups available at the fair was a 
goodopportunityand much easier 
than having to ca l1 various people 
just for mformation about a par-
ticular campus group," she said 
While the organization fair 
presented a 1l types of organ iza-
tionson campus, Fennessy said he 
would likestudentsto be aware of 
Campus Ministry. 
"Campus Mmistry allows stu-
dents to participate in events of 
their own choice, based on their 
own schedule, without actually 
belongingtoanorganization,"said 
Fennessy 
R O.TC.'s Battalwn Com-
mander Eric Krahtz said he likes 
the idea of the organiz.uion fair 
because he believes that it is im-
portant for new students to get a 
feel for what is available at John 
Carroll. 
"Srudents don't always pay at-
tenuon to signs, and some groups 
are not proactive." said E<rahtz. 
Many other honor society, so-
cial, rellgious, government, and 
Greek groups also promoted their 
groups at the fair in Keller Com-
mons 
Increase: wouldn'thavegoneupsomuch,l Smoking: F h 1 . h. h 
don't think it would have been a ros C ass almS 1g continued from page 1 problem." continued from page 1 
the price increase just slide by." Cranley stressed that, in the crease has caused a decrease in the Bob McDowell lege entrance exams • 
Bill Glunz, SU vice president, past, Marriott has been willing to number of occupants in the Inn Staff Reporter 1 his year's results of the en-
said that students are on a strict listen to student concerns. Between The Class of 1999 is the largest trance exams are not yet ;~vailable . 
budget and the Inn Between no "Due to the meetings last year, "By making it a non-smoking ever, as its 849 members bring the Of the 849 freshmen, 424 are 
longer seems to be a good value. there is a better selection and vari- area,it'sbeenrealslow,"saidGarry total undergraduateenrollmem to me nand 425arewomen Approxi-
"Thecafeteriaisgreatbutatthe etyin thecafeteria,"hesald. "Ev- Smith,InnBetweencookandcash- over3,170studems. mately 87 percent of che fresh-
expense of the commuter," Glunz ery impression we got from Mar- ier. "Nobody comes down here Thisfreshmenclass figure is in men arc livingoncampus,and 43 
said. "lf the quality and quantity riott is positive in cooperation." anymore." line with the univer~tty's des1red percent come from grearer Cleve-
of the food in the Inn Between im- The Student Union has put to- Winter will be an additional enrollment of 3000 to 3200 sru- land, said Runco. The composi-
proved, l could see it, but the food gether a petition to see what stu- factor in the issue since students dents, said John Gladstone, dean tion of thec:la mcludes the usual 
hasn't changed." dent opinion is, said Cranley. and faculty alike will be forced to of admissions. The f1gure of 849 number of non-Cleveland area 
Dora lice Tavolario, SU director "Weare particularly concerned the outdoors to smoke. fresh men sur passe the pr v1ous sl udents. Th re is ·1 la rge c nl m 
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of action , they need to show every- Cranley said. Salcetti, professor of communica- to a rise in the number of quali-
one cares. Glunz said he hopes this in- tions and smoker. fied applicants for admission ," 
"It's really hard because !work crease in price will not scare Salmi,however,wasnotenthu- Gladstone said. 
so close with all the managers, I people back off campus. siastic with the idea. The average high school GPA 
praise them forwhatthey'vedone "We need to make commuters "The city ordinance does pro- forthis year's incoming freshman 
with the cafeteria," she said. "But a pan of the university commu- vide for designated smoking ar- was 3.3, said Laryn Runco, direc-
wecannot accept what happened nity," he said. "It is just going to eas," Salmi said. "However, it is tor of admissions. lt is the highest 
in the Inn Between." scare commuters off further." clear that those areas need to be GPA of any incoming class, and 
Tavolario said she thinks the The intention of Marriott was properly ventilated and removed alsoconsistsof 21 highschool vale-
price increase is absurd for those nottodiscouragepeoplefromeat- from publicareas.Itmadeiteasier dictorians. About 16 percem of 
who are off campus. ing in the Inn Between,Salmisaid. for the benefit of everyone that the freshmen had earned a high 
"It's not fair and something "I noticed off-campusstudents there is no smoking m public ar- schoolGPAof3.9or higher, and 40 
should be done ," she said. "I feel seldom ate in the cafeteria because eas." percent carried above a 3.5 GPA. 
bad for the Inn Between workers, of the dicotomy between resi- Salmi said he hopes the policy "The average GPA of incoming 
they are the ones taking the heat de nee hall students and off-cam- will be seen by everyone as a posi- women was 3.39, while the men's 
for it." pus students," Salmi sa1d. "I am tive move to make the university was 3.2 ," said Runco. "Usually 
Garry Smith, Inn Between cook hopeful that will be less this year. healthier. men average higher scores on col-
and cashier, said that sales have Students[off-campus]will be able "Several years ago, the univer-
ca o, and central and southern 
Oh10. 
Runco said that the rise in 
qualified students applying to 
john Carroll is a result of the repu-
tation JCU has earned as one of 
the top-notch schools in the re-
gion. Additionally, its location in 
greater Cleveland is no longer 
viewed as a drawback. The posi-
tive image the c1ty ~ow projects 
has influenced many local stu-
dents to stay m the area to attend 
college. At the same rime, it has 
1nfluenced others to see the area 
as a desirable place to go to school, 
Runco said. 
dropped drastically. to eat lunch with their friends in sity removed cigarette machines 
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NATO is poised for possible air strikes against Bosnian Serb 
targets. The U.S. and irs alliescontmue to move closer to bombing 
the Serbs, who sent mixed signals about complying with NATO 
demands that they UI t their setge of Sarajevo. 
Dlinic& Represenrative Mel Reynolds plans to resign hisseatat 
hte end of September. The Democrat announced his decision on 
f riday, 10 days after he was convicted of having sex with an 
underage campaign volunteer 
Stnnfdn leader Gerry Adams has failed to convince Britain to 
drop its insistance on disarming the Irish Republican Army 
guerrilw before convening new Northern Ireland peace talks. 
RwandanllDdB1.11"UDd1anrefugeeswillget help from th U.N. if 
they choose to return home from the Tanzania and Zaire.. TM 
U.N.hasbeenunderpressurefromthetwoAfricanhostcountrits 
r.o speed up the returning of hundreds of tholl$mds of :rd'uge.a. 
l\'ua set elf an underground nuclear blast in tbe SP¥t1J 
Padfic. beginntn& ~·t wW. be a series of up r.o eigbt ~ 
=
Thefreadl~Ministryannounced theblastattlr(-. 
Wururoa A~ ~ prcx.cst boats hid gaUaa,d. 1'1Ui 
malla~tlseoDlyoatiDnbcsideChiuawetolf mdear 
.. pc:assbace 1991: 
lfmtc:llal.alltoe* atm at the U.S. Vk(ln Jslaadsad Puerto 
Rk:o, promptlna tourists and isla~ natives co Jam atrpans in a 
ananpr rohee.'tbe 700m1lewidestonn killecf a Fmlch tourist 
taGuadeloupeu.UuJawlng hundreds of people h~tn 
AntJaua. 
\lbrldBritfswtRcompiltdbylnternationalNewsEditor,Gift4 
Girtml«. 
Windows '95: Hip or Hype? 
Clvlatlna Hynes 
News Editor 
The computer revolution has 
happened. Every Tom, Dick, and 
Harriet can flip on their laptop, 
do something constructive, and 
work in a few rounds of solitaire. 
Windows95revolutionizes the 
Commentary 
computer biz and has made life 
easier for all those who has brave 
the computer world. That is if you 
can install it. Installation prob-
lems are just one of the downfalls 
of the new computer standard. 
lama Windows3.l user, and in 
comparision, Win95 is as big as 
OJ. A total replacement for DOS 
and Windows 3.1, it is finally user 
friendly. But, next to the Apple 
Macintosh, it is as cool as Kato. 
According to the ads consum-
ers have been bombarded with, 
Win95 includes new and exciting 
features. Win95 users can plug in 
any CD ROM, printer or fax and 
the computer will be compatible. 
This is called "plug and play." 
Other features include: network-
ing, mult itasking, a task bar and a 
recycle bin. 
Advertisers also say that most 
laptops can run the software. Did 
you know the minimum require-
ment to run Win95isonly4mega-
bytes of RAM? What they didn't 
tell you is that if you have only 4 
megabytes, it will take over five 
minutes between the time you 
turn on the computer to the time 
you can do something with it 
U you do opt for a new com-
puter to run Win95, consider the 
alternative, the Mac. Macs have 
always had the features Win95 
boasts of and you don't need to 
trade in your car for an upgrade. 
Macintosh is easier, plus, the kinks 
are already ironed out 
This may make you think twice 
about giving in to the hype, butthe 
software is still in irs first version. 
It's not unsuual for first year ver-
sions to have some problems. So 
relax and review your options be-
fore you buy. 
Student Organization Fair 
For all those interested in J·oining a campus organization. 
Theres something for everyone. 
When: Friday, Sept. 8 
3-5 p.m. 
Where: Keller Commons 
(outside the Recplex) 
Freshmen: Win four tickets to the Rock 
And Roll Hall Of Fame And 
Museum, a limo ride and dinner. 
Organizations: Win a sit-down steak dinner 
for all your members. 
sponsored by Student Activities, Student Affairs and Marroitt Corporation. 
-· 
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U.N. Conference unites t housands of women 
Relations with delegates and conference host country China are tense. 
By Steven Muf son 
(c) 1995, The Washington Post 
BEIJ ING- The battle 10 draw 
up an international document 
promotmg the rights and roles of 
women has reignited debatesover 
abortion,thefamilyand financial 
commitments as the U.N. Fourth 
World Conference on Women 
opened here Monday with lavish 
ceremony and continuing secu-
rity problems. 
Delegations from more than 
180 governments have arrived to 
draw up a Pla tform for Action that 
women's groups can support. 
The hope is that the confer-
ence will help boost women'seco-
:lOmic standing, protect them 
from viole nce a nd promote 
women's "reproductive health" as 
well as their "empowerment." 
But between 15 percent and 30 
percent of the 120-page draft text 
of the proposed pla tform remains 
in brackets, indicating that those 
passages are still open 10 debate 
during the 12-day conference. 
This is despite months of pre-
paratory meetings in New York. 
Acoahtionof the Vatican, Mus-
lim fundamentalist sta tes and 
American conservative groups is 
trying to alter some of the lan-
guage in the proposed document. 
They say the document pro-
motes a "social minority philoso-
phy" that demgrates the value of 
motherhood. 
Vatican spokesman Joaquin 
Navarro Valls said that the under· 
lying tension is between those 
women who want to honor the 
role of the family and those pro-
moting feminism. 
This presents "a negative atti-
tude toward the family, uncritical 
support for abortion and an angry 
anthropology in which feminine 
problems are linkedsolelytosexu-
ality and contraception." 
The overwhelming majority of 
the government delegations de-
nied that the platform isanti-fam-
ily 
They are trying to protect com-
promise language on birth con-
trol and human righ ts that was 
agreed upon during earlier U.N. 
conferences in Cairo and Vienna, 
while stressi ng new measures re-
gard ing violence at home and in 
wartime. 
"It saddens me that a historic 
event like this is being miscon-
strued by a small but vocal group 
of critics trying to spread the no-
tion that the U.N. gathering is re-
ally the work of radicals and a the 
ists bent on destroying our fami-
lies," first lady Htllary Rodham 
Clinton wrote in a column on the 
eve of the meeting 
She arrived here late Monday 
night. 
"We've said over and over again 
that the family is the bas1c unll of 
our society and we want to rein-
force that," said Timothy E. Wirth, 
undersecretary of state for global 
affairs and co-chair of the U.S. del-
egation. 
form uch of Monday, delegates 
lay aside docume nt substance for 
pomp and circumstance. 
Monday morning, the Chinese 
government held a welcom ingcer-
emony 
at the Great Hall of the People 
on Tiananmen Square. The cel-
ebration featured a helium-filled, 
20-foot-long "dove of peace" with 
an olive branch dangbng from its 
red beak. 
Women martial arts experts 
fought off male attackers with 
kicks and punches, and a troupe 
of acrobats in spark li ng spandex 
leotards did somersaults. A work-
ers' choir sang Beethoven's "Ode to 
joy:" 
"A revolution has begun ," con-
Republicans prepare to battle in the 
New Hampshire Primary 
Kevin Bachman 
Advertising Manager iteson of the religious right, mod- Dole has a 40 percent lead in 
most polls. With the 1996 Presidential erates have a better chance of de-
the 
striped ties are camping out in 
New Hampshire drooling at the 
prospect of being the man to face 
Bill Cli nton in the general elec-
tion. 
News Analysis 
Rep. Richard Dornan of Cali-
fornia , Sen. Richard Lugar of In-
diana, Gov. Pete Wilson of Cali-
fornia, Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, 
Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas, Sen. 
Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, 
lamar Alexander, Alan Keyes, 
and Pat Buchanan, are fighting 
for the same voters, and they 
sound virtually identical. 
But the problem is, they might 
not be sayi ng what the rest of the 
voters across America want to 
hear. 
The concern with the primary 
system is that voters and conven-
tion delegates usual! y do not rep-
resent the views of the main-
stream party. 
While the economy, and 
health care might be the issues 
that the country and the unde-
cided voters want to hear, Dole, 
Buchanan, Gramm and the rest 
are talking about abortion, and 
family values. 
This is in order to raise the $20 
million that political experts 
think the candida res will need in 
a general election. 
In addtion , all the canidates 
are counting on the nationwide 
TV exposure the New Hampshire 
primary will provide for the con-
servative wing that controls the 
Republican Party. 
Consequently, everyone is 
stumbling over each other to be 
the most conservative. 
With Gramm and Buchanan 
battli ng for the claim as the favor-
vative. 
The consequence of this is run-
ning the risk of losing voters in 
other primaries. 
The candidate that gained the 
most in November, and has the 
most to lose in the pr imaries is 
Bob Dole. 
ln the Senate, Dole, as the Ma-
jority leader, has not been able to 
pass most of the Republicans' 
"Contract With America" legisla-
tion that breezed th ro ugh the 
House with relative ease. 
Reme mbe r Welfa re reform? 
The Balan ced Budget Amend-
ment? 
and the Iowa caucus, might ques-
tion h is leadership come election 
time. 
Candidates l ike Keyes a nd 
Dornan have nothing on Dole and 
Gramm in terms of experience. 
But they will be sure to point 
out their failures in passing key 
elements of the "Contract." 
As 1996 approaches, a number 
of people will be spending a lot 
less time in Washington, and a lot 
more time indinersandtown hall 
meetings in Manc heste r, New 
Hampshire. 
Wire sou rcescontri buted to this 
article. 
SENIORS 
in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The deadline to apply for 
May 19, 1996 Commencement . 
IS 
Sept. 29, 1995. 
Don't forget to apply! 
ference leader Gertrude Mongella 
declared toapplausefromthedel-
egates "There's no gomg 
back.There's no gomg back" 
The fanfare and protocol were 
a change of pace for the Chinese 
government, which has been criti-
Cized for harassmg the women at-
tendmg a Nongovernmental Or-
ganizations Forum that started 
last week with the goal of influ-
encing the U.N. meeting. 
Formal protests were lodged 
afte r Chinese ecurity officials 
videotaped meetings, searched 
hotel rooms, restricted people's 
movements, disrupted meetings 
and scuffled wit h part icipants. 
Monday, however, U.N. 
Undersecretary Ge neral lsmat 
Ki n ani, representi ng the flu-
smcken UN. Secretary General 
BoutrosBoutros-Ghali,said to Chi-
nese leaders that "your citizens 
have enriched the activities of the 
Umted Nations Secretariat in di -
verse fields .... You have invited the 
world to your capital, and the 
world is grateful." 
Against a backdrop decorated 
with a picture of the Great Wall , 
Chinese President Jiang Zemin 
declared tha 1 the assembly "added 
luster to the city that radiates with 
the colors of the golden autumn." 
Yet even this event was marred 
by a confrontation. 
Winnie Mandela, head of the 
African National Congress 
Women's League was mvolved m 
a shoving match with Chinese se-
curity men after she arrived late 
for the welcoming ceremony and 
guards barred her from entering 
the hall. 
Her entourage tned unsuccess-
fully to force irs wayms1deasother 
security guards came running to 
the scene. 
Ar the Huatrou meeting stte of 
the NGO Forum, another protest 
took place, with women walking 
through a police-designated line 
limn ing a demonstra tion area. 
Monday afternoon at the U.N 
Conference sire, Pakistani Prime 
Minis te r Benazi r Bhutto con-
demned female infan ticide in her 
keynote speech, but she did not 
mention Chma, where the prac-
tice of aborting female bab1es is 
reported to be widespread. 
Although the platform drawn 
up here will have no bmding au-
thority, Winh said it can later be 
used to "help hold governments 
accountable. That's why these on-
ferences are important." 
JOBS! 
New, exciting restaurant 
open in Shaker Helghu 
Now looking for: 
• Servers 
• Delivery People 
• Kitchen Help 
• Sales Reps. 
Flexible Hours, Good Pay. Nice People 
20060 Van Aken Blvd. (next to jos. Banks & Noggins) 
29S-SSSS. 11-9 Every day 
"The food ever-yone's raving about" 
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NATO is poised for possible air smkes against Bosnian Serb 
targets. The U.S. and Jts alliescontmue to move closer to bombing 
the Serbs, who sent mixed signals about complying with NATO 
demands that they Uf t their seige of Sarajevo. 
lllinios Representative Mel Reynolds plans to resign his seat at 
hte end of September. The Democrat announced his dec1sion on 
Friday, lO days after he was convicted of having sex with an 
underage campaign volunteer 
SlnnPdnleaderGerry Adams has failed toconvince Britain to 
drop its insistance on disarming the Irish Republican Army 
guerrillas before convening new Northern Ireland peace talks. 
Rwandan and Burundian refugees will get help from th U.N. tf 
they choose to return home from the Tanzania and Zaire. The 
U.N. bas been under pressure from the two African host countries 
to speed up the returning of hundreds of tholJl;aJldsof refuaea. 
Hadcw:l.alatoakalmat the US. Virgin lslaadsaodPuerto 
llk:o. prompttnl tourists and ~ natives to jam airports In a 
ananpt to flee. The 700 m.tle wide storm killecf a Fnmch tourist 
baGuadeloupeuwdlu leavinghuodredsof people homeJastn 
Antigua. 
~ldBritfs wmcomptltdby lnternationalNewsEditm;Gi1'14 
Girardot. 
Windows '95: Hip or Hype? 
Ctwlatlna Hynes 
News Editor 
The computer revolution has 
happened. Every Tom, Dick, and 
Harriet can flip on their laptop, 
do something constructive, and 
work in a few rounds of solitaire. 
Windows 95 revolutionizes the 
Commentary 
computer biz and has made life 
easier for all those who has brave 
thecomputerworld. That is if you 
can install it. Installation prob-
lems are just one of the downfalls 
of the new computer standard. 
I am a Windows 3.1 user, and in 
comparision, Win95 is as big as 
OJ. A total replacement for DOS 
and Windows3.l , it is finally user 
friendly. But, next to the Apple 
Macintosh, it is as cool as Kato. 
According to the ads consum-
ers have been bombarded with, 
Win95 includes new and exciting 
features. Win95 users can plug in 
any CD ROM, printer or fax and 
the computer will be compatible. 
This is called "plug and play." 
Other features include: network-
ing, multitasking, a task baranda 
recycle bin. 
Advertisers also say that most 
laptops can run the software. Did 
you know the minimum require-
ment to run Win95isonly4mega-
bytes of RAM? What they didn't 
.. _ 
tell you is that if you have only 4 
megabytes. it will take over five 
minutes between the time you 
turn on the computer to the time 
you can do something with it. 
1f you do opt for a new com-
puter to run Win95, consider the 
alternative, the Mac. Macs have 
always had the features Win95 
boasts of and you don't need to 
trade in your car for an upgrade. 
Macintosh is easier, plus, the kinks 
are already ironed out. 
Thismaymakeyouthinktwice 
about giving in to the hype, but the 
software is still in its first version. 
It's not unsuual for first year ver-
sions to have some problems. So 
relax and review your options be-
fore you buy. 
Student Organization Fair 
For all those interested in J·oining a campus organization. 
There's something for everyone. 
When: Friday, Sept. 8 
3-5 p.m. 
Where: Keller Commons 
(outside the RecplexJ 
Freshmen: Win four tickets to the Rock 
And Roll Hall Of Fame And 
Museum, a limo ride and dinner. 
Organizations: Win a sit-down steak dinner 
for all your members. 
sponsored by Student Activities, Student Affairs and Marroitt Corporation. 
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U.N. Conference unites thousands of women 
Relations with delegates and conference host country China are tense. 
By Steven Mufson 
(c) 1995, The Washington Post 
BEijiNG- The battle to draw 
up an imernational document 
promoting the rights and roles of 
women hasreigniteddebatesover 
abortion, thefamilyand financial 
commitments as the U.N. Fourth 
World Conference on Women 
opened here Monday with lavish 
ceremony and continuing secu-
rity problems. 
Delegations from more than 
180 governments have arrived to 
draw up a Platform for Action that 
women's groups can support. 
The hope is that the confer-
ence will help boost women's eco-
nom ic standing, protect them 
from violence and promote 
women's "reproductive health" as 
well as their "empowerment ." 
But between lS percent and 30 
percent of the 120-pagedraft text 
of the proposed platform remains 
in brackets, indicating that those 
passages are still open to debate 
during the 12-day conference. 
This is despite months of pre-
paratory meetings in New York. 
Acoalitionof the Vatican, Mus-
lim fundamentalist sta tes and 
American conservative groups is 
trying to alter some of the Ian-
guage in the proposed document. 
They say the document pro-
motes a "social minority philoso-
phy" that denigrates the value of 
motherhood. 
Vatican spokesman joaquin 
Navarro Valls said that the under-
lying tension is between those 
women who want to honor the 
role of the family and those pro-
moting feminism. 
This presents "a negative ani-
tude toward the family, uncritical 
support for abortion and an angry 
anthropology in which feminine 
problems are linked solely to sexu-
ality and contraception." 
The overwhelming rna jori ty of 
the government delegat ions de-
nied that the platform isanti-fam-
ily. 
They are trying to protect com-
promise language on birth con-
trol and human rights that was 
agreed upon during earlier U.N. 
conferences in Cairo and Vienna, 
while stressing new measures re-
garding violence at home and in 
wartime. 
"It saddens me that a historic 
event like this is being miscon-
strued by a small but vocal group 
of critics trying to spread the no-
tion that the U.N. gathering is re-
ally the work of radicals and athe-
ists bent on destroying our fami-
lies," first lady Htllary Rodham 
Clinton wrote in a column on the 
eve of the meeting 
She arnved here late Monday 
night. 
"We've said over and over again 
thatthefamilyis the baste umtof 
our society and we want to rein-
force that," said Timothy£. Wirth, 
undersecretary of state for global 
affairs and co-chairof the U.S. del-
egation. 
For much of Monday, delegates 
lay aside document substance for 
pomp and circumstance. 
Monday morning, the Chinese 
government held a welcoming cer-
emony 
at the Great Hall of the People 
on Tiananmen Square. The cel-
ebration featured a helium-filled, 
20-foot-long "dove of peace" with 
an olive branch dangling from its 
red beak. 
Women martial arts experts 
fought off male attackers with 
kicks and punches, and a troupe 
of acrobats in spark ling spandex 
leotards did somersaults. A work-
ers' choir sang Beethoven's "Ode to 
joy." 
"A revolution has begun ," con-
Republicans prepare to battle in the 
New Hampshire Primary 
Kevin Bachman 
Advertising Manager ite son of the religious right, mod- Dole has a 40 percent lead in 
most polls. With the 1996 Presidential erates have a better chance of de-
fea 
striped t ies are camping out in 
New Hampshire drooling at the 
prospect of being the man to face 
Bill Cli nton in the general elec-
tion. 
News Analysis 
Rep. Richard Dornan of Cali-
fornia, Sen. Richard Lugar of In-
diana, Gov. Pete Wilson of Cali-
fornia, Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, 
Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas, Sen. 
Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, 
Lamar Alexander, Alan Keyes, 
and Pat Buchanan, are fighting 
for the same voters, and they 
sound virtually identical. 
But the problem is, they might 
not be saying what the rest of the 
voters across America want to 
hear. 
The concern with the primary 
system is that voters and conven-
tion delegates usually do not rep-
resent the views of the main-
stream party. 
While the economy, and 
health care might be the issues 
that the country and the unde-
cided voters want to hear, Dole, 
Buchanan, Gramm and the rest 
are talking about abortion, and 
family values. 
This is in order to raise the $20 
million that political experts 
think the candidates will need in 
a general election. 
In addtion , all the canidates 
are counting on the nationwide 
TVexposuretheNewHampshire 
primary will provide for the con-
servative wing that controls the 
Republican Party. 
Consequently, everyone is 
stumbling over each other to be 
the most conservative. 
With Gramm and Buchanan 
battling for theclaim as the favor-
vative. 
The consequence of this is run-
ning the risk of losing voters in 
other primaries. 
The candidate that gained the 
most in November, and has the 
most to lose in the primaries is 
Bob Dole. 
In the Senate. Dole, as the Ma-
jority Leader, has not been able to 
pass most of the Republicans' 
"Contract With America"legisla-
tion that breezed through the 
House with relative ease. 
Remember Welfare reform? 
The Balanced Budget Amend-
ment? 
and the Iowa caucus. might ques-
tion his leadership come election 
time. 
Candidates like Keyes and 
Dornan have nothing on Dole and 
Gramm in terms of experience. 
But they will be sure to point 
out their failures in passing key 
elements of the "Contract." 
As 1996 approaches, anum ber 
of people will be spending a lot 
less time in Washington, and a lot 
more time in diners and town hall 
meetings in Manchester, New 
Hampshire. 
Wire sou rcescontri buted to this 
article. 
SENIORS 
in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The deadline to apply for 
May 19, 1996 Commencement . 
IS 
Sept. 29, 1995. 
Don't forget to apply! 
ference leader Gertrude Mongella 
dec! a red to applause from the del-
egates "There's no going 
back.There's no gomg back" 
The fanfare and protocol were 
a change of pace for the Chmese 
government,w hich has been criti-
cized for harassing the women at-
tendmg a Nongovernmental Or-
gamzations Forum that started 
last week with the goal of influ-
encing the U.N. meeting. 
Formal protests were lodged 
after Chinese ecurity officials 
videotaped meetings, searched 
hotel rooms, restricted people's 
movements, disrupted meetings 
and scuffled with participants. 
Monday, however, U.N. 
Undersecretary General lsmat 
Kittani, representmg the fl u 
stricken UN Secretary General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghah,said toCht-
nese leaders that "your citizens 
have enriched the activities of the 
Unned Nations Secretariat in di -
verse fields .... You have invited the 
world to your capttal, and the 
world is grateful." 
Against a backdrop decorated 
with a picture of the Great Wall, 
Chinese President Jiang Zemm 
declared that the assembly "added 
lus ter to the city that radiates with 
the colors of the golden autumn." 
Yet even this event was marred 
by a confrontation. 
Winnie Mandela, head of the 
African National Congress 
Women's League, was mvolved m 
a shoving match with Chinese se-
curity men after she arrived late 
for the welcoming ceremony and 
guards barred her from entering 
the hall. 
Herentouragetned unsuccess-
f ullytoforce its wayi ns1de as other 
security guards came runnmg to 
the scene. 
At the H uatrou meeting sue of 
the NGO Forum, another protest 
took place, with women walking 
through a police-designated line 
limiting a demonstration area. 
Monday afternoon at the U.N 
Conference site, Pakistani Prime 
Mimster Benaz1r Bhutto con-
demned female infanticide in her 
keynote speech, but she did not 
mention Chma, where the prac-
tice of aborting female babies is 
reported to be widespread. 
Although the platform drawn 
up here will have no bmding au-
thority, Wirth said it can later be 
used to "help hold governments 
accountable. That's why these con-
ferences are importanr." 
JOBS! 
New, exciting restaurant 
open in Shaker Heighu 
Now looking for: 
• Servers 
• Delivery People 
• Kitchen Help 
• Sales Reps. 
Flexible Hours, Good Pay. Nice People 
20060 VanAken Blvd. (next to Jos. Banks & Noggins) 
295-5555, I 1-9 Every day 
"The food evet-yone's raving about" 
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Art 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Elvis+ Marilyn: 2 X 
Immortal - an exhibition following the transformation of 
America's two continuing images of popular culture - now 
through Sept 24. Participating artists include Christo, Keith 
Haring and Andy Warhol, who contribute their views of Elvis 
Presley and Marilyn Monroe as popular symbols, heroes, mythi-
cal figures, religious icons or a combination of two or more cat-
egories. General admission is $5 for students. Also available are 
joint tickets ($16) to Elvis+ Marilyn and The Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum. Call Advantix at 241-6444 for more infor-
mation. 
Film 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents three films starring 
ElvisPresley, showing the next three Wednesday evenings- King 
Creole(l958),Sept. l3: Flaming Star (1960),Sept.20;and Viva Las 
Vegas (1964), Sept. 27. Showtime for each film is 7:30 p.m. The 
rn use urn will also show Wild at Heart (1990), starring Nicolas 
Cage, Laura Dern and Willem Dafoe, Friday, Sept. 22 at 7:30p.m. 
It is part of the CMA series, Elvis (and Marilyn) Sightings in 
Recent Films. 
Music 
WMMS 100.7 presents Buzzardfest II this Saturday, Sept. 9 at 
Blossom Music Center. Acts inc! ude Alanis Morissette (fresh from 
her sold-out performance at the Odeon in August), Prick, Goo Goo 
Dolls, Our Lady Peace, Eleven and Dandelion. $10 tickets are 
available at Ticket master outlets. Showtime is 2 p.m. (gates open 
at l p.m.). 
mund mttml to Ma 1i . \""""""" ··+ 
Music Cen ter on Saturday. Sept. 30 during h1s first solo tour smce 
I990. 'The Outside Tour,' presented by Blossom and The Budweiser 
Concert Series, coincides with Bowie's Sept. 26 release, Outside 
(Virgin) h. also marks the return of Nine lnch Nails, who serve as 
openers; along with fellow Nothing Records artists, Prick Tickets 
are $32.25 for both pavilion and lawn, and are available at 
Ticketmaster locations. 
Theatre 
Billed as The Cleveland Play House's largest production in a 
decade, John Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath kicks off the theatre's 
80th season, beginning with previewperformancesonSept.12, l3 
and 14 at 8 p.m. The production marks the directorial debut of 
CPH artistic director Peter Hackett, and it includes more than 30 
performers. Preview tickets are $24. Discounts are available for 
students, seniors and groups of 15 or more. For more information 
including show times and ticket prices for shows through Nov. s: 
call795-7000. 
The Carroll News 
Okay, so you've got classes, homework, 
maybe a pb and hopefully a social life. 
Surely there's still room in your schedule 
for The Carroll News. If you'd like to write, 
edit, take pictures or sell ads, there's a place 
for you at the CN. 
Organizational Meeting 
VVednesday,Sept.13 
8:30p.m. 
LSC Conference Room 
(in the Recplex) 
Concert for Ha I of Fame: 
big names, mixed results 
Cleveland hosts the rock 'n' roll event of the year 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor ·in-Chief 
For $30 you can get a pretty 
decem seat at most concerts, but 
not this one. 
You know, itdidn'teven matter. 
While the Concert for the Hall 
of Fame last Sat urday, Sept. 2 was 
arguably the event of the year for 
Cleveland, it left most fans, my-
selfincluded, with mixed feelings. 
On the one hand, l saw Aretha 
Franklin, James Brown, Chuck 
Berry, Melissa Etheridge, john 
Mellencamp and Bruce 
Springsteen all in one evening. On 
the other hand, the concert was 
seven hours long, the finale was 
flat-out disappointing and the 
Some of the surprises included 
a Bob Dylan and Springsteen ren-
dition of "Forever Young," and Boz 
Scaggs backed by guitarist Slash 
of Guns 'N Roses fame doingJimi 
Hendrix's "Red House." 
Not dwelling on the misses, 
there were some notable hits start-
ing with Jon Bon Jovi's cover of 
"With a Little Help from My 
Friends" and later Bon Jovi with 
Richie Sam bora on "Imagine." Bon 
Jovi was also joined by Eric Burdon 
of the Animals who pulled them 
throughthe'60shit,"WeGouaGet 
Outta This Place." 
AI Green turned in a soulful 
Sam Cooke classic, "A Change Is 
Gonna Come" followed by New 
Cleveland's newest landmark. 
Then there was Franklin who 
moved the crowd to its feet and 
brought down the house with 
"(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natu-
ral Woman"and "Freeway of Love." 
By far an audience favorite, the 
Queen of Soul had adequate in-
strumental support from Booker 
T &: The MGs and the Memphis 
Horns. 
Among the various pairings, 
the evening was peppered with 
History of the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum video clips 
as wellasclipsfrom induction cer-
emonies and memorable perfor-
mances serving almost as com-
mercials in the program. 
bass made your 
insides vibrate in 
the upper deck 
------------------- Speaking of the program , 
(The Concert for the Hall of Fame) hometown favor-
ite Chrissie 
Hyndeof the Pre-
tenders wowed 
with "My City 
Was Gone." On 
that female side, 
Melissa Etheridge 
scored with ren-
ditions of the 
Supremes' "Love 
Child" and 
Shangri-Las ' 
"Leader of the 
Pack" plus a later 
The rotating 
stage which al -
lowed one band to 
set up as another 
played and a pre-
dominantly 
acoustic smaller 
stage to the left 
were incredible, 
and they should 
be for $4.1 million. 
reads like something of a laundry 
list, but that's what this show was 
- a laundry list of tributes to 
those who shaped modern music, 
paid homage to in Cleveland's 
With zillions t /. d ,,, 
ofstagehands,the newes an marn.. 
fast-paced show 
lacked flow at points with per-
formers jumping genres and tem-
ltlilli.M {a.st as people in my seq.i,p~ 
consumedbeer,soitended up rhar 
the evening never got a steady mo-
mentum going. 
Also, some of the stars adver-
tised to appear such as Annie 
Lennox, Neil Young, The Artist 
Formerly Known As Prince and 
Dr. Dre failed to appear, leaving 
the audience constantly guessing 
at the lineup. 
And, as much as the show 
seemed to bridge any generational 
gaps, areas like rap and alterna-
tive were neglected. Then there 
was the whole made-for-television 
aspect with theshow being broad-
cast on Home Box Office - it'll 
make great reruns. 
Nitpicking aside, here was a 
show trying to be everything to 
everybody, so it obviously failed 
in some areas and surprised in 
others. 
Orleans pianist Dr.John'ssolo ren-
ditionof Fats Domino's"Blueberry 
Hill." Mellencarnp had people 
dancing in rheisles wi rh "R.O.C.K. 
in the U.S.A." and Martha Reeves 
joined him for Van Morrison's 
"Wild Night." Additionally he 
teamed with Johnny Cash for 
"Ring of Fire," with Cash also of-
fering up "Folsom Prison Blues." 
But back to the beginning, the 
opener had Berry doing johnny 
B. Goode" with help from 
Springsteen and the EStreet Band. 
Springsteen's reunion with the E 
Street band produced a grand 
"DarknessattheEdgeof the Town." 
Even Lou Reed showed up in 
the middle of Soul Asylum's set 
for a stirring rendition of "Sweet 
jane." 
It reads like something of a 
laundry list, but that's what this 
show was- a laundry list of trib-
utes to those who shaped modern 
music, paid homage to in 
duet of the EverlyBrothers'"Wake 
Up little Susie" with jackson 
Browne. 
Afteranexha ustingsetlist tha t 
ended with Chuck Berry playing 
"Rock and Roll Music," the crowd 
quickly flowed into the streets,and 
along the hike back to Tower City, 
concertgoers talked animatedly 
about what they liked, didn't like, 
and what they had hoped to see. 
The very concept of a concert 
this size and with these stars made 
itsomethingtoseeandexperience, 
so whether everybody's perfor-
mance measured up, there were 
enough stars of yesterday and to-
day on that stage that night toil-
luminate Cleveland for the next 
year. 
That's not my mushy senti-
mentality. That's a new under-
standing and appreciation for 
what these musical legends and 
potential legends have brought to 
the world of rock 'n' roll. 
Ruby Tuesday 
Restaurant 
Great Jobs! 
Good Times! 
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our service team. We offer a great work 
atmosphere, steady employment, fiexible schedules and day-one benfits. 
We are accepting applications for the following positions: 
Host 
Waitstaff 
Cooks 
Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin Blvd. in Pavilion Center • Phone 464-2700 
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Love bums Brothers 
Jeffrey Kocian 
Staff Reporter 
Love. Thatfour-letterword that 
has the ability to frighten just 
about anyone who faces it. Even 
scarier- true love. At least that is 
what the makers of the new movie, 
The Brothers McMullen, would 
have us believe. The movie, di-
rected, written and starring Ed-
ward Burns, tells the story of how 
three Irish-American brothers 
deal with love. 
The McMullen brothers-jack 
(Mike Mulcahy), Barry (Burns) 
and Patrick(Mike McGlone)-of-
ferthree different outlooks on love 
and fidelity. While they were 
growing up, the brothers shared 
in the joys of a dysfunctional 
horne; their recently deceased fa-
ther is characterized as an "alco-
holic wife-beater." 
This helps jade each son's view 
on love and marriage , especially 
when they discover their mother 
never loved their father. 
jack, the eldest of the three, is 
the only married brother. Unfor-
tunately for Molly, his wife of five 
years.]ack's seven-year itch came 
two years early. As the film 
progresses.]ack questions his re-
lationship with Molly. 
When Barry is introduced, we 
find him apartment hunting in 
Manhattan, because his ex-girl-
friend has thrown him out of her 
apartment. Thanks to bad luck, 
Barry is forced to move in with 
Jack. Barry, thecynic in the movie, 
constantly expounds on the vir-
tues of bachelorhood. Eventually, 
Barry meets Ms. Rtght (played by 
Burns' real-life girl£ riend, Maxine 
Bahns), but he does not want to be 
tied down on the verge of a suc-
cess[ ul writing career. 
The youngest brother, Patr ick, 
also questions love. His college 
sweetheart, Susan, wants to move 
in together and then get married. 
Rather than live in sin, he also 
moves in with jack. Patrick's life is 
further complicated when he 
meets another woman. 
Overall, the movie is entertain-
ing, though some major problems 
exist. The plot becomes rather ob-
vious and slightly tedious after the 
first hour, when the film , (al-
though released by an indepen-
dent film company) has taken ev-
ery predictable turn thinkable . 
Other problems include the 
acting. Thenewfacesarearefresh-
ing change from the standards 
used in most Hollywood pictures, 
but the actors' talents seem 
stretched beyond their ability. 
The best thing about The Broth-
as McMullen is the soundtrack 
composed by Seamus Egan. It fol-
lows the tradition of lrish folk 
music, which helps remind the 
audience of the film's Irish roots. 
And that the film was made for a 
fraction of what even the lowest 
budget Hollywood films are made 
for, is noteworthy in itself. 
I do recommend The Brothers 
McMu lien with some reservation. 
lf you want to see the film, how-
ever, go to a discount showing. 
Presidential sweet 
Reporter 
At a time when a lot of the new 
music coming out sounds the 
same, it is nice to see a band with a 
fresh, new approach that srill fits 
in with much of today's modern 
music. Such is the case with The 
Presidents of the United States of 
America and their new self-titled 
release on Columbia Records. 
Although many bands today 
try to achieve success by imitat-
ing other bands, the acts that seem 
to stand out are those able to cre-
ate their own style. Examples are 
Weezer, Catherine Wheel and 
Nine Inch Nails. The Presidents ... 
may be the next band to achieve 
this kind of success. 
The sound created by the 
Presidents ... recalls other break-
through bands including Primus, 
They Might Be Giants and even 
Violent Femmes. It is for the most 
on guitar, suggesting in-
fluence of Primus. Every so often, 
things pick up and sound almost 
"grungy," but never too much. But 
the best thing about the band is 
that they never take themselves 
too seriously. They seem to have 
fun making their music, which in 
turn makes them fun to listen to. 
The first single, "Lump," al-
ready enjoys radio airplay, and 
many of the songs are radio-
friendly, especially "Kick Out The 
jams," which sounds just like its 
title. Among the best are "Kitty," 
"Naked and Famous," and the hi-
larious "Boll WeeviL" In fact, there 
isn't a bad song on the disc. 
The lyrics on "We Are Not Go-
ing To Make It" say that 'there's a 
million better bands with a mil-
lion better songs.' This sarcastic 
approach should actually say just 
the opposite. 
'WONifUUY ... JJIJ, 
• AND DY ftAYRl!' ......... 
I 
Every Tuesday is student 1.0. Night -
$3 Admission 
ENTERTAitAENT 
-• d t m and save ShoW us vour stu en . 
10% off any roercbandtse. 1 
·--..t t ...... ough Octol>er 31st. Offer gQV'.a. .. ... 
S. Euclid, Cedar Center, 13975-77 Cedar Road, (216) 321-0525 ·~· 
·~· Ticketmaster location 
CN Entertainment has 
positions available for 
the fall semester 
Staff Reporters interested in reviewing COs, 
concerts, plays, movies and television 
Contact Karen in the CN office at 397-4 398 for more information. 
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Art 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Elvis+ Marilyn: 2 X 
Immortal - an exhibition following the transformation of 
America's two continuing images of popular culture - now 
through Sept 24. Participating artists include Christo, Keith 
Haring and Andy Warhol, who contribute their views of Elvis 
Presley and Marilyn Monroe as popular symbols, heroes, mythi-
cal figures, religious icons or a combination of two or more cat-
egories. General admission is $5 for students. Also available are 
joint tickets ($16)to Elvis+Marilyn and The Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum. Call Advancix at 241-6444 for more infor-
mation. 
Film 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents three films starring 
ElvisPresley, showing the next three Wednesday evenings- King 
Creole(l958),Sept.l3; FlamingStar (l960),Sept.20;and Viva Las 
Vegas (1964), Sept. 27. Showtime for each film is 7:30 p.m. The 
museum will also show Wild at Heart (1990), starring Nicolas 
Cage, Laura Dern and Willem Dafoe, Friday, Sept 22 at 7:30p.m. 
It is part of the CMA series, Elvis (and Marilyn) Sightings in 
Recent Films. 
Music 
WMMS 100.7 presents Buzzard fest II th is Saturday, Sept. 9 at 
Blossom Music Center. AccsincludeAianis Morissette (fresh from 
her sold-om performance at theOdeon in August), Prick,GooGoo 
Dolls, Our Lady Peace, Eleven and Dandelion. $10 tickets are 
available at Ticket master ourlets. Showtime is 2 p.m. (gates open 
at 1 p.m.). 
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Concert for Hall of Fame: 
big names, mixed results 
Cleveland hosts the rock 'n' roll event of the year 
Melissa Tllk 
Editor-in-Chief 
For $30 you can get a pretty 
decent seat at most concerts, but 
not this one. 
You know, itdidn'teven matter. 
While the Concert for the Hall 
of Fame last Saturday, Sept. 2 was 
arguably the event of the year for 
Cleveland, it left most fans, my-
self included, with mixed feelings. 
On the one hand, I saw Aretha 
Franklin, james Brown, Chuck 
Berry, Melissa Etheridge, john 
Mel!encamp and Bruce 
Springsteen all in one evening. On 
the other hand, the concert was 
seven hours long, the finale was 
flat-out disappointing and the 
Some of the surprises included 
a Bob Dylan and Springsteen ren-
dition of "Forever Young," and Boz 
Scaggs backed by guitarist Slash 
of Guns 'N Roses fame doingjimi 
Hendrix's 'Red House." 
Not dwelling on the misses, 
there were some notable hits start-
ing with Jon Bon jovi's cover of 
"With a Little Help from My 
Friends" and later Bon Jovi with 
Richie Sam bora on "Imagine." Bon 
jovi wasalsojoined by Eric Burdon 
of the Animals who pulled them 
through the '60s hit, "We Gotta Get 
Outta This Place." 
AI Green turned in a soulful 
Sam Cooke classic, "A Change Is 
Gonna Come" followed by New 
Cleveland's newest landmark. 
Then there was Franklin who 
moved the crowd to its feet and 
brought down the house with 
"(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natu-
ral Woman"and "Freeway of Love." 
By far an audience favorite, the 
Queen of Soul had adequate in-
strumental support from Booker 
T &: The MGs and the Memphis 
Horns. 
Among the various pairings, 
the evening was peppered with 
History of the Rock and Roll Hall 
of Fame and Museum video clips 
as wellasclipsfrominduction cer-
emonies and memorable perfor-
mances serving almost as com-
mercials in the program. 
------------------- Speaking of 
bass made your 
insides vibrate in 
the upper deck. (The Concert for the Hall of Fame) 
the program, 
hometown favor-
ite Chrissie 
Hyndeof the Pre-
tenders wowed 
with "My City 
Was Gone." On 
that female side, 
Melissa Etheridge 
scored with ren-
ditions of the 
Supremes' "Love 
Child• and 
The rotating 
stage which al-
lowed one band to 
set up as another 
played and a pre-
dominantly 
acoustic smaller 
stage to the left 
were incredible, 
and they should 
be for $4.1 million. 
reads like something of a laundry 
Jist, but that's what this show was 
- a laundry list of tributes to 
those who shaped modern music, 
paid homage to in Cleveland's 
With zillions t 1 d k 
of stage hands, the newes .an mar, • 
fast-paced show 
lacked flow at points with per-
formersjumpinggenresand tem-
Sha ngri - Las' 
"Leader of the 
Pack" plus a later 
mund t to . ~ ·- ..,. .~ ........ !Mt f.& people in my ~n 
Muslc Center on Sacurday, Sept. 30during his first solo tour since consumedbeer,soitended uprhat 
Orleans pianist Dr.john'ssoloren-
ditionofFats Domino's"Blueberry 
Hill." Mellencamp had peo le 
dancing in the isles with "R.O. .K 
in the U.S.A." and Martha Reeves 
joined him for Van Morrison's 
"Wild Night." Additionally he 
teamed with Johnny Cash for 
'Ring of Fire," with Cash also of-
fering up "Folsom Prison Blues." 
duet of the EverlyBrothers'"Wake 
Up Little Susie" with Jackson 
Browne. 
Afteranexhaustingsetlist that 
ended with Chuck Berry playing 
"Rock and Roll Music," the crowd 
quick! y flowed intothestreets,and 
along the hike back to Tower City, 
concertgoers talked animatedly 
about what they liked, didn't like, 
and what they had hoped to see. 
1990. 'The Outside Tour,"presented by Blossom and The Budweiser the evening never got a steady me-
Concert Series, coincides with Bowie's Sept. 26 release, Outside mentum going. 
(Virgin) 1t also marks the return of Nine Inch Nails, who serve as Also, some of the stars adver-
opencrs;alongwithfellowNothingRecordsartists,Prick.Tickets tised to appear such as Annie 
are $32.25 for both pavilion and lawn, and are available at Lennox, Neil Young, The Artist 
Ticketmascer locations. Formerly Known As Prince and 
Dr. Dre failed to appear, leaving 
Theatre 
Billed as The Cleveland Play House's largest production in a 
decade, john Steinbeck's GrapesofWrath kicks off the theatre's 
80th season, beginning with preview performances on Sept.12,13 
and 14 at 8 p.m. The production marks the directorial debut of 
CPR artistic director Peter Hackett, and it includes more than 30 
performers. Preview tickets are $24. Discounts are available for 
students, seniors and groups of 15 or more. For more information 
including show times and ticket pnces for shows through Nov. s: 
call 795-7000. 
the audience constantly guessing 
at the lineup. 
And, as much as the show 
seemed to bridge any generational 
gaps, areas like rap and alterna-
tive were neglected. Then there 
was the whole made-for-television 
aspect with theshow being broad-
cast on Horne Box Office - it'll 
make great reruns. 
Nitpicking aside, here was a 
show crying to be everything to 
everybody, so it obvious! y failed 
in some areas and surprised in 
others. 
But back to the beginning, the 
opener had Berry doing "Johnny 
B. Goode" with help from 
Springsteen and the EStreet Band. 
Springsteen's reunion with the E 
Street band produced a grand 
"Darkness at the Edge of the Town." 
Even Lou Reed showed up in 
the middle of Soul Asylum's set 
for a stirring rendition of "Sweet 
jane." · 
lt reads like something of a 
laundry list, but that's what this 
show was- a laundry list of trib-
utes tot hose who shaped modern 
music, paid homage to in 
The very concept of a concert 
trussize and with these stars made 
itsornethingtoseeandexperience, 
so whether everybody's perfor-
mance measured up, there were 
enough stars of yesterday and to-
day on that stage that night toil-
luminate Cleveland for the next 
year. 
That's not my mushy senti-
mentality. That's a new under-
standing and appreciation for 
what these musical legends and 
potential legends have brought to 
the world of rock 'n' roll. 
The Carroll News Ruby Tuesday 
Restaurant 
Okay, so you've got classes, homework, 
maybe a pb and hopefully a social life. 
Surely there's still room in your schedule 
for The Carroll News. If you'd like to write, 
edit, take pictures or sell ads, there's a place 
for you at the CN. 
Organizational Meeting 
VVednesday,Sept.13 
8:30p.m. 
LSC Conference Room 
(in the Recplex} 
Great Jobs! 
Good Times! 
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing people to join our seNice team. We offer a great work 
· atmosphere, steady employment, flexible schedules and day-one ben fits. 
We are accepting applications for the following positions: 
Host 
Waitstaff 
Cooks 
Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin Blvd. in Pavilion Center • Phone ~2700 
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Love bums Brothers 
Jeffrey Kocian 
Staff Reporter 
Love. Thatfour-letterword that 
has the ability to frighten just 
about anyone who faces it. Even 
scarier- true love. At least that is 
what the makers of the new movie 
The Brothers McMullen, would 
have us believe. The movie, di-
rected, written and starring Ed-
ward Burns, tells the story of how 
three Irish-American brothers 
deal with love. 
The McMullen brothers-jack 
(Mike Mulcahy), Barry (Burns) 
and Patrick (Mike McGlone)- of-
fer three different outlooks on love 
and fidelity. While they were 
growing up, the brothers shared 
in the joys of a dysfunctional 
home; their recently deceased fa-
ther is characterized as an "alco-
holic wife-beater." 
This helps jade each son's view 
on love and marriage, especially 
when they discover their mother 
never loved their father. 
Jack, the eldest of the three, is 
the only married brother. Unfor-
tunately for Molly, his wife of five 
years,Jack's seven-year itch came 
two years early. As the film 
progresses, jack questions his re-
lationship with Molly. 
When Barry is introduced, we 
find him apartment hunting in 
Manhattan, because his ex-girl-
friend has thrown him out of her 
apartment. Thanks to bad luck, 
Barry is forced to move in with 
jack. Barry, the cynic in the movie, 
constantly expounds on the vir-
tuesof bachelorhood. Eventually, 
Barry meets Ms. Right (played by 
Burns' real-life girlfriend, Maxine 
Bahns), but he does not want to be 
tied down on the verge of a suc-
cessful writing career. 
The youngest brother, Patrick, 
also questions love. His college 
sweetheart, Susan, wants to move 
in together and then get married. 
Rather than live in sin, he also 
moves in with jack. Patrick's life is 
further complicated when he 
meets another woman. 
Overall, the movie is entertain-
ing, though some major problems 
exist. The plot becomes rather ob-
vious and slight! y tedious after the 
first hour, when the film, (al-
though released by an indepen-
dent film company) has taken ev-
ery predictable turn thinkable. 
Other problems include the 
acting. Thenewfacesarearefresh-
ing change from the standards 
used in most Hollywood pictures, 
but the actors' talents seem 
stretched beyond their ability. 
The best thing about The Broth-
ers McMullen is the soundtrack 
composed by Seamus Egan. It fol-
lows the tradition of Irish folk 
music, which helps remind the 
audience of the film's Irish roots. 
And that the film was made for a 
fraction of what even the lowest 
budget Hollywood films are made 
for, is noteworthy in itself. 
l do recommend The Brothers 
McMullen with some reservation. 
lf you want to see the film, how-
ever, go to a discount showing. 
Presidential sweet 
Staff Reporter 
At a time when a lot of the new 
music coming out sounds the 
same,itisnicetoseea band with a 
fresh, new approach that still fits 
in with much of today's modern 
music. Such is the case with The 
Presidents of the United States of 
America and their new self-titled 
release on Columbia Records. 
Although many bands today 
try to achieve success by imitat-
ingother bands, the acts that seem 
to stand out are those able to cre-
ate their own style. Examples are 
Weezer, Catherine Wheel and 
Nine Inch Nails. The Presidents ... 
may be the next band to achieve 
this kind of success. 
The sound created by the 
Presidents ... recalls other break-
through bands including Primus, 
They Might Be Giants and even 
Violent Femmes. It is for the most 
on guitar, suggesting in-
fluence of Primus. Every so often, 
things pick up and sound almost 
"grungy," but never too much. But 
the best thing about the band is 
that they never take themselves 
too seriously. They seem to have 
fun making their music, which in 
turn makes them fun to listen to. 
The first single, "Lump," al-
ready enjoys radio airplay, and 
many of the songs are radio-
£ riendly, especiall y"Kick Out The 
jams," which sounds just like its 
title. Among the best are "Kitty," 
"Naked and Famous," and the hi-
larious "Boll Weevil." ln fact, there 
isn't a bad song on the disc. 
The lyrics on "We Are Not Go-
ing To Make It" say that "there's a 
million better bands with a mil-
lion better songs: This sarcastic 
approach should actually say just 
the opposite. 
-fWYRIYL . .M, 
• AND DY ftAYRJ.t' ......... 
I 
--Every Tuesday is student I D. Night -
$3 Admission 
ENTERTAINNENT 
• 
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• 
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the fall semester 
Staff Reporters interested in reviewing COs, 
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Love and lust, on and off screen 
A summer of extremes served up Hollywood-style 
The Englishman went up a hill, 
took a wrong tum on Sunset 
Boulevard, and came down a 
mountain of publicity in this 
Sli'Tll'ler's reminder that 
Hollywood is, well-Hollywood. 
You know the sordid tale by 
now -debonair 1-llgh Grant 
(top photo), wtlo charmed 
American audiences with last 
year's Four Weddings and a 
Funeral. was found in a 
compromising position with a 
Sunset Strip prostitute in late 
June by Los Angeles police. 
The media had a field day, 
Grant garnered sympathy, and 
Nine Months has grossed 
more than $45 million to date. 
Did we say wrong tum? 
Drew Barrymore, wtlo recently flashed and 'married" David 
Letterman, took depression to a disturbing new low in Mad Love. 
But even future Batman-babe Chris O'Donnell couldn't hold young 
moviegoers' attention. The film topped out at about $14 million 
Nevertheless, pictured left are two rising stars with time and 
talent for bigger things. 
If you were sleeping_ you missed Sandra Bullock win hearts 
across America with an exuberant performance in a fresh, 
successful love story sans sex or profanity, wtlich spawned less-
than-inspiring copycat films throughout summer. And the 
chemistry between Bullock and co-star Bill Pullman (pictured 
above) helped eam the f ilm more than $70 million 
• 
I 
Managing 
The Student Union 
Video store 
Please see John Cranley in the 
Student Union office or call 397-4230. 
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Rusin rocks 
with Hall 
ofFan1e 
activities 
Senior sings to America 
Brian Love's internship provides opportunity of a lifetime 
Sherry Lucchetti 
AssistMt Features Editor 
The ribbon has been cut, the inductees 
have been honored, and the concert has 
rocked Cleveland. It was a weekend that 
won't soon be forgotten by the rock and roll 
fans or musicians who flooded the city this 
past weekend for the grand opening of the 
RockandRollHallofFameandMuseum. lt 
was a weekend that Lara Rusin won't soon 
forget either. 
While many may be saddened that this 
historic event has come to an end, Rusin 
will breathe a sigh of relief that it is allover. 
As an intern attheConvention and Visitor's 
Bureau, Rusin worked hard to ensure that 
Lara Rusin 
Margaret Znldarslc 
AssistMt Features Editor 
Most people can only dream o[ singing 
the national anthem in front of 40,000fans 
at a professional sporting event. 
But at age 21, john Carroll University 
senior Brianlove hasalread y done it, twice. 
As a promotions in tern in the Corpora te 
Marketing Department at the Cleveland 
lndians,Lovefirstreceived this chance of a 
lifetime on Father's Day this summer. 
One of his duties as an intern is to escort 
the singers of the na tiona! anthem down to 
the field. At rive minutes before the start of 
the game on Father's Day, the scheduled 
singer had not arrived. 
"They told me over the walkie-talkie to 
go down to the field because I was going to 
sing,"saidLove. "Myfirstreactionwas, 'Sure, 
are responsible," said Rusin. play the big joke on the intern.m 
FortheremainderoftheweekendRusin Love's superiors were far from joking. 
was giving tours of the museum and main- Running, singing, 
raining the "Ask Me" tents. Giving tours and nervously 
would not be too difficult, however, since checking his 
Rusin and other em- watch, he made his 
You're sitting at your desk and 
ployees of the Con- way down to the 
ventionand Visitor's fieldandsang"The 
Bureau had already Star Spangled 
been given a private Banner"in front of 
tourofthe rock hall . asoldout crowd at there goes Little Richard walking 
down the hall. Otherperksofthe jacob's Field and a job included catch- nationaltelevision 
ing glimpses of the audienceonESPN. 
Lara Rusin many celebrities in "I didn't really 
town forthecelebra- have time to get 
tion. "I've seen little nervous," said 
things flowed smoothly this weekend-es- Richard, some of the local TV personalities love, "and the per-
pecially for the out-of -town visitors. andl'veseenBuddy Holly's widow. It's weird, for mance ended 
"We arrange a lot with the hotels and you're sitting at your desk and then there up going very 
restaurants in the area-reserving things for goes Little Richard walking down the hall well." 
all the big companies and people who are and you think 'Was that really him? Did So well, in fact, 
coming into town," said Rusin. anyone else see that?" said Rusin. that he was asked 
However, making all of these reserva- Rusin, who is also interning this fall a t to sing the anthem 
tions had its shar Eqr ~¥l"~":ctr,::Jwp;.(r\< ·- ·~.liW4¥1Jl .~9~¥!~~~~~- ! ~r!';/! ~:~~~-~ o L 4 
holding 200 rooms at the Stouf er Plaza what les a ea . e t e g projects·'-:.-r "'t..;O"''a~·' ·'•roa easton ESI'N1. nteTndtans'flad 
Hotel for MTV personalities and employ- may be working with depends on if the left the date open to book a popular per-
ees. We were under pressure because you Indians go to the pennant or the World Se- former, but having not filled the spot, they 
can't just hold that many rooms without ries. That will be a big thing for the Con- asked Love to sing instead. 
knowinghowmanypeoplearecoming. If vention Bureau. Another project is Priortolove'sfirstperformance,hehad 
they don't show up, the hotel would lose a Cleveland's Bicentennial inj uly." submittedademorape to his department at 
lot of money. WehadtocontactalltheMTV Rusin hopes to someday go into televi - the beginning of the season just like any 
people to see who was coming," she said. sian and production and ideally become a performer has to do. He thought his chances 
Rusin said that an important goal of this sports broadcaster, but admits to the tough were slim since he was an employee of the 
weekend was to put Cleveland back on the competition. "The stuff I'm doing now is organization. 
map in terms of tourism. Therefore, an- really fun and I'm meeting a lot of people. "I just happened to beattheright place at 
otheroneofherprojectswas the organizing Hopefully all the experience will help me the right time," said love. 
and maintaining of six " Ask Me" tents lo- in the end." A communications major from Lorain, 
cated throughout the city. The tents con- Rusin said that all the employees of the Ohio, Love has interned at the Indians since 
tained various pam ph lets with informa- Convention and Visitor's Bureau and the March. He has had the opportunity to fill in 
tion about Cleveland. volunteers will be given a special party in for the public address announcer, work on 
In addition to these tents, Rusin was in gratitude for their dedication to this past promotional commercials, narrate video 
charge of supervising over 600 volunteers weekend's success. clips, and writes feaLUre stories for Game 
who had signed up to help with 
the activities in conjunction with 
the opening of the rock hall. 
Now that all of the planning 
was over, Rusin was ready for the 
weekend to begin. Last Friday 
night was the kick off to the week-
end and Rusin was busy. "We 
[Rusinand another woman! are in 
charge of all the radios-so when 
people radio in with a problem or 
a question we have to handle it. 
And if anything goes wrong, we 
Full/part-time 
opportunities. 
" t • 
rBh~ 
$ • Ill • " t ~ 
'The Week in Blues: 
Monday: Dollar Drafts 
Tuesday: "Miao Tuesdays'' 
'v'kdnesday: 22oz. Bud and Bud Ughts 
$I .SOWell Drinks 
Thursdays: Pints of Guiness 
Tomorrow, Sptember 8, 1995, only: 
The Basement of Blues presents:,..-· ~ 
Face,theofficialgameprogramoftheCleve-
land Indians. 
Love uansferred tojCU after his fresh-
man year at Southern lllinois University 
where he was a member of the baseball 
team. 
"I thought I could go to a school just as 
good, but closerto home," said love. He also 
found more job opportunities atJCU, such 
as his work with the Indians. 
He hope to have a career in promotions 
or marketing for a professional sports team 
or an ad agency after graduation in May. 
love has beensingingsince he was seven 
years old and currently works as a local 
professional, singing at functions such as 
weddings. In addition, Love is a soloist at 
the Church of the Open Door in Elyria, 
Ohio. 
love is also a resident assistant at JCU. 
Last year he worked with freshman in Ber-
ftit'Hi1~ tJe .. wctld. wtrh 
most! y juni rs and seniors in East Hall. He 
fi nds his work as an RA very reward mg. 
"The best part is coming back to school 
and knowing that you've made a positive 
impact in someone's life, • said love. 
In the spring. love plays third base for 
the varsity baseball team at JCU and is a 
recruiter for the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, a campus organization that fo-
cuses on God and spirituality channeled 
through an individual's participation in 
sports. 
"God is a very big part of my life and it is 
very important for me to set a good example 
for others," said love. "I believe that actions 
speak ten times louder than words, and I 
hope that people will see that in my life. • 
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A Restaurant and Pizzeria 
Monday night 
football: 
22oz. Bud & Bud 
Ute 
15 cent wings aJI 
night, free pizza at 
halftime. 
Flexible 
schedule. 
We offer some of the best 
benefits in the industry. 
MD 20120 live. , ~t, 
~~~ 
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T~IScent 
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2101 Richmond Rd 
46+6333 
Mr. DoNn Chld 
321-nn 2CXKJ North Pari< Btvd.. Unr..ersrty Hts. 
321 -nn 
20680 North Pari< 
Blvd, Unfversity Hts. 
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Love and lust, on and off screen 
A summer of extremes served up Hollywood-style 
The Englishman went up a hill, 
took a wrong tum on Sunset 
Boulevard, and came down a 
mountain of publicity in this 
SliTlll'\er's reminder that 
Hollywood is, weiLHo/lywood. 
You know the sordid tale by 
now- debonair Hugh Grant 
(top photo), ¥tOO charmed 
American audiences with last 
year's Four Weddings and a 
Funeral, was found in a 
compromising position with a 
Sunset Strip prostitute in late 
June by Los Angeles police. 
The media had a field day, 
Grant garnered sympathy, and 
Nine Months has grossed 
more than $45 million to date. 
Did we say wrong tum? 
Drew Barrymore, who recently flashed and 'married" David 
Letterman, took depression to a disturbing new low in Mad Love. 
But even future Batman-babe Chris G'Domell couldn't hold young 
moviegoers' attention. The film topped out at about $14 million. 
Nevertheless, pictured left are two rising stars with time and 
talent for bigger things. 
If you were sleeping_ you missed Sandra Bullock win hearts 
across America with an exuberant performance in a fresh, 
successful love story sans sex or profanity, which spawned less-
than-inspiring copycat films throughout summer. And the 
chemistry between Bullock and co-star Bill Pullman (pictured 
above) helped earn the film more than $70 million. 
• • 
m1 I 
Managing 
The Student Union 
Video store 
Please see John Cranley in the 
Student Union office or call 397-4230. 
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Rusin rocks 
with Hall 
of Faille 
activities 
Senior sings to America 
Brian Love's internship provides opportunity of a lifetime 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Assistant Features Editor 
The ribbon has been cut, the inductees 
have been honored, and the concert has 
rocked Cleveland. It was a weekend that 
won't soon be forgotten by the rock and roll 
fans or musicians who flooded the city this 
past weekend for the grand opening of the 
RockandRollHallofFameandMuseum It 
was a weekend that Lara Rusin won't soon 
forget either. 
While many may be saddened that this 
historic event has come to an end, Rusin 
will breathe a sigh of relief that it is all over. 
As an internattheConventionand Visitor's 
Bureau, Rusin worked hard to ensure that 
Lara Rusin 
are responsible," said Rusin. 
For the remainder of the weekend Rusin 
was giving tours of the museum and main-
taining the "Ask Me" tents. Giving tours 
would not be too difficult, however, since 
Rusin and other em-
ployees of the Con-
vention and Visitor's 
Bureau had already 
been given a private 
tour of the rock ha 11. 
You're sitting at your desk and 
there goes Little Richard walking 
down the hall. Other perks of the job included catch-
ing glimpses of the 
Lara Rusin many celebrities in 
town for the celebra-
tion. "I've seen Little 
Richard, some of the local TV personalities things flowed smoothly this weekend--es-
pecially for the out-of -town visitors. 
"We arrange a lot with the hotels and 
restaurants in the area-reserving things for 
all the big companies and people who are 
coming into town," said Rusin. 
However, making all of these reserva-
tions had its shar r • w r 
holding 200 rooms at the Stouf er P aza 
Hotel for MTV personalities and employ-
ees. We were under pressure because you 
can't just hold that many rooms without 
knowing how many people are coming. If 
they don't show up, the hotel would lose a 
lot of money. We hadtocontactalltheMTV 
people to see who was coming," she said. 
Rusin said that an important goal of this 
weekend was to put Cleveland back on the 
map in terms of tourism. Therefore, an-
other one of her projects was the organizing 
and maintaining of six "Ask Me" tents lo-
cated throughout the city. The tents con-
tained various pamphlets with informa-
tion about Cleveland . 
In addition to these tents, Rusin was in 
charge of supervising over 600 volunteers 
and I've seen Buddy Holly's widow. It's weird, 
you're sitting at your desk and then there 
goes Little Richard walking down the hall 
and you think 'Was that really him? Did 
anyone else see that?" said Rusin. 
Rusin, who is also interning this fall at 
9 . l . [ t 
what les a ea . "'ne t e g projects I 
may be working with depends on if the 
Indians go to the pennant or the World Se-
ries. That will be a big thing for the Con-
vention Bureau. A not her project is 
Cleveland's Bicentennial in july." 
Rusin hopes to someday go into televi -
sion and production and ideally become a 
sports broadcaster, but admits to the tough 
competition. "The stuff I'm doing now is 
really fun and I'm meeting a lot of people. 
Hopefully all the experience will help me 
in the end." 
Rusin said that all the employees of the 
Convention and Visitor's Bureau and the 
volunteers will be given a special party in 
gratitude for their dedication to this past 
weekend's success. 
Margaret Znldarslc 
Assistant Features Editor 
Most people can only dream of singing 
thenationalanthem in front of 40,000fans 
at a professional sporting event. 
But at age 21 , john Carroll University 
seniorBrianlove hasalreadydone it, twice. 
As a promotions intern in the Corporate 
Marketing Department at the Cleveland 
lndians, Love first received this chance of a 
lifetime on Father's Day this summer. 
One of his duties as an intern is to escort 
the singers of the national anthem down to 
the field. A dive minutes before the start of 
the game on Father's Day, the scheduled 
singer had not arrived. 
"They told me over the walkie-talkie to 
go down to the field because I was going to 
sing," said Love. "My first reaction was, 'Sure, 
play the big joke on the intern.'" 
Love's superiors were far from joking. 
Running, singing, 
and nervously 
checking his 
watch, he made his 
way down to the 
field and sang"The 
Star Spangled 
Banner"in f rant of 
a sold out crowd at 
jacob's Field and a 
national television 
audience on ESPN. 
"I didn't really 
have time to get 
nervous," said 
Love, "and the per-
formance ended 
up going very 
well." 
So well, in fact, 
that he was asked 
a cast on . The ndlans JUicJ 
left the date open to book a popular per-
former, but having not filled the spot, they 
asked Love to sing instead. 
Prior to love's first performance, he had 
submitted a demota pe to his department at 
the beginning of the season just like any 
performer has to do. He thought his chances 
were slim since he was an employee of the 
organization. 
"ljust happened to beat the right place at 
the right time," said Love. 
A communications major from Lorain, 
Ohio, Love has interned at the Indians since 
March. He has had the opportunity to fill in 
for the public address announcer, work on 
promotional commercials, narrate video 
clips, and writes feature stories for Game 
who had signed up to help with 
the activities in conjunction with 
the opening of the rock hall. 
Now that all of the planning 
was over, Rusin was ready for the 
weekend to begin. Last Friday 
night was the kick off to the week-
, Baqeme11t o r Bhlffi 
end and Rusin was busy. "We 
[Rusin and another woman] are in 
charge of all the radios-so when 
people radio in with a problem or 
a question we have to handle it. 
And if anything goes wrong, we 
Full/part-time 
opportunities. 
Flexible 
schedule. 
We offer some of the best 
benefits in the industry. 
Apply in ~n anytime at: 
n01 Richmond Rd 
46+6333 
n t • $ • Ill • ft t 0 
'The Week in Blues: 
Monday: Dollar Drafts 
Tuesday: "Miao Tuesdays" 
Wednesday: 22oz. Bud and Bud lights 
$I .SOWell Drinks 
Thursdays: Pints of Guiness 
321-7272 20680 North Park Btvd, UnNersity Hts. 
Face, theofficialgame program oft he Cleve-
land Indians. 
Love transferred to JCU after his fresh-
man year at Southern llhnois University 
where he was a member of the baseball 
team. 
"I thought I could go to a school just as 
good, but closerto home," said Love. He also 
found more job opportunities at jCU, such 
as his work with the Indians. 
He hopes to have a career in promotions 
or marketing for a professiona I sports team 
or an ad agency after graduation in May 
Love has beensingingsincehewasseven 
years old and currently works as a local 
professional, singing at functions such as 
weddings. In addition, Love is a soloist at 
the Church of the Open Door in Elyria, 
Ohio. 
Love is also a resident assistant atjCU. 
Last year he worked with freshman in Ber-
ner'lMf, r he Mllfdn.s 1Pfdl 
mostly juniors and seniors 10 Ea t Hall. He 
finds his work as an RA very reward~ng. 
"The best part is coming back to school 
and knowing that you've made a posiuve 
impact in someone's life, • said Love. 
In the spring. Love plays third base for 
the varsity baseball team atjCU and is a 
recruiter for the Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes, a campus organization that fo-
cuses on God and spirituality channeled 
through an individual's participation in 
sports. 
"God is a very big part of my life and it is 
very important for me to set a good example 
for others," said Love. "I believe that actions 
speak ten times louder than words, and I 
hope that people will see that in my life." 
PIZZAZZ 
A Restaurant and Pizzeria 
Monday night 
football: 
22oz. Bud & Bud 
Ute 
15 cent wings aJI 
night, free pizza at 
hatftime. 
Tues<tt(. 15 cent 
wings. 
321-7272 
20680 North Park 
Blvd., University Hts. 
than ksand 
rofessors. 
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.hmior making waves of 
laughter at Sea World 
Eric Embacher 
Features Editor 
Bill Sindelar, age 20, is a junior 
atJohn Carroll University. He lives 
at home with his parents and 
younger brother in Maple Heights, 
Ohio. He's involved in such activi-
ties as the JCU Television News, 
theJCU.radiostation, theater, and 
says he likes to do things just to 
make kids laugh. In the summer 
and even during the school year, 
Sindelar holds an interesting job 
as an entertainer in the Seal and 
Otter Stadium at Sea World of 
Ohio. Sindelar recently took some 
time to talk about his experiences 
working among show people and 
animals. 
promotions. I just worked with 
the Sammy Davis Jr. Telethon in 
St. Louis recently. We do a lot of 
public relations stuff . In the 
spring, as we get closer to opening 
the park, we're doing show re-
hearsals. 
What did you doatthe tdethonl 
It was a telethon for kids with 
disabilities and diseases. I walked 
aroundasShamu. Everything was 
paid for. I did the same thing at 
jacob's field with Slider 
Is there a most embarrassing 
moment you can share with me? 
There's so many - a lot of them 
happened in one day. l was play-
ing the bad guy where I go and sit 
in the audience. My boss(thegood 
My first day was my most 
memorable. Theygavememywet 
suit inside out and then kept tell-
ing me 1 looked like a giant seal 
Later, I'm in the shower and all the 
lights go out. All the guys I don't 
even really know yet break down 
the door, start screaming and are 
slammingchainsagainstthewall. 
Then they were acting like they'd 
brought a sea lion in and were yell-
ing, "Go get him boy, there he isr 
This job 
gives me 
the 
opportunity 
to be a 
positive 
role model. 
What guy) is supposed to come out and 
made you yell at me for doing this. Except 
d e c i d e this day he never came out and l 
y o u was sitting ·there forever. People 
wanted to were there that had seen the show 
work at before and knew something was 
Do you ever gel tiredof your job? 
People often ask if I get sick of 
my job. I doll shows a day, but I 
really do enjoy each one because 
every show is different. Despite 
working SD--125 hours every two 
weeks,itisalwayssomethingnew 
and when you perform for 3,000 
people a show, it's hard not to keep 
motivated. 
Would you consider what you 
do at Sea World along the lines of 
what you'd like to do for a career? 
S e a wrong. They all started saying I would definitely attempt to 
make it a career if I could get into 
a training program. 
World? things and messing with me. 
It was What was your first day like? 
a last 
ditch ef-
fort be-
cause l 
wanted to 
do a show 
at an 
amuse-
Bill Sindelar m e n t 
park like 
Cedar 
Point, King's Island or Disney. I 
applied at Shamu's Happy Harbor 
first, but they sent me to enter-
tainment. 
What is it like to work at Sea 
World? 
It's awesome. When you're a 
little kid you always dream about 
working there, at least I did, and I 
had the chance to do that last year. 
What is your role in the shows? 
In over 400 shows I played the 
part of Alexander Foible,ashghtly 
deranged hotel manager and 
movie guru. In about 50 shows I 
played a pre-show role in which I 
was a bell hop. Most of that role 
involved antagonizing audience 
members as they entered the sta-
dium. 
What's the usual reaction to the 
shows? 
Our show opened as the high-
est rated new sea lion show in the 
history of thefourSea World parks. 
It had a 90 percent rating mean-
ing 90 percent of the people 
watching thought it was excellent 
or good. 
You said you work year round 
there. What do you do when the 
parh is closed? 
A lot goes on that people don 't 
really see. Someone has to take 
care of the animals. I work with 
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and his family, trainers, and Clyde the sea lion. 
What aspat of your job is most Sea World closes for the season? 
rewarding? As summer closes, I will miss 
Being an influence on others. my job, but l want to get on with 
I look at my job as being a role my life. I'll go back to school and 
model because kids don't have seewhathappens. Asfornextyear 
someone they can talk to and this I'm sure I'll be hack. It's not every-
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a positive role model. do-do off wall and perform on 
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Jamior making waves of 
laughter at Sea World 
Eric Embacher 
Features Editor 
Bill Sindelar, age 20, is a junior 
atjohnCarroll University. He lives 
at home with his parents and 
younger brother inMapleHeights, 
Ohio. He's involved in such activi-
ties as the JCU Television News, 
theJCU.radiostation, theater, and 
says he likes to do things just to 
make kids laugh. In the summer 
and even during the school year, 
Sindelar holds an interesting job 
as an entertainer in the Seal and 
Otter Stadium at Sea World of 
Ohio. Sindelar recently took some 
time to talk about his experiences 
working among show people and 
animals. 
promotions. I just worked with 
the Sammy Davis jr. Telethon in 
St. Louis recently. We do a lot of 
public relations stuff. In the 
spring, as we get closer to opening 
the park, we're doing show re-
hearsals. 
Whatd id you do at the telethon? 
It was a telethon for kids with 
disabilities and diseases. I walked 
around as Sham u. Everything was 
paid for. I did the same thing at 
Jacob's field with Slider 
Is there a most embarrassing 
moment you can share with mf'? 
There's so many- a lot of them 
happened in one day: I was play-
ing the bad guy where lgoandsit 
in the audience. My boss(thegood 
My first day was my most 
memorable. They gave me my wet 
suit inside ou t and then kept tell-
ing me I looked like a giant seal. 
Later, I'm in the shower and all the 
lights go out. All the guys I don't 
even really know yet break down 
the door, start screaming and are 
slamming chainsagainst the wall. 
Then they were acting like they'd 
brought a sea lion in and were yell -
ing, "Go get him boy, there he is!" 
This job 
gives me 
the 
opportunity 
to be a 
positive 
role model. 
What guy) is supposed tocomeoutand 
made you yell at me for doing this. Except 
d e c i d e this day he never came out and I 
y o u was sitting 'there forever. People 
wanted to were there that had seen the show 
work at before and knew something was 
Do you everget tired of your JOb? 
People of ten ask if I get sick of 
my job. I do 11 shows a day. but! 
really do enjoy each one because 
every show is different. Despite 
working 80-125 hours every two 
weeks, it isalwayssomething new 
and when you perform for 3,000 
people a show, it's hard not to keep 
motivated. 
Would you consider what you 
do at Sea World along the lines of 
what you'd Wu to do for a career? 
S e a wrong. They all started saying I would definitely attempt to 
make it a career if I could get into 
a training program. 
World? things and messing with me. 
It was Whatwasyourfirstdaylihe? 
a last 
ditch ef-
fort be-
cause I 
wanted to 
do a show 
at an 
amuse-
Bill Sindelar m e n t 
park like 
Cedar 
Point, King's Island or Disney. I 
applied at Shamu's Happy Harbor 
first, but they sent me to enter-
tainment. 
What is it lihe to worh at Sea 
World? 
It's awesome. When you're a 
li.ttle kid you always dream about 
working there, at least I did, and I 
had the chance to do that last year. 
What is your role in the shows? 
In over 400 shows I played the 
part of Alexander Foible, a slightly 
deranged hotel manager and 
movie guru. In about 50 shows I 
played a pre-show role in which I 
was a bell hop. Most of that role 
involved antagonizing audience 
members as they entered the sta-
dium. 
What's the usual reaction to the 
shows? 
Our show opened as the high-
est rated new sea lion show in the 
history of the four Sea World parks. 
It had a 90 percent rating mean-
ing 90 percent of the people 
watching thought it wasexcellent 
or good. 
You said you work year round 
there. What do you do when the 
park is closed? 
A lot goes on that people don't 
really see. Someone has to take 
care of the animals. I work with 
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Defense remains strong as Streaks blank Malone, 1-0 
Michael Ziccardi 
Assistant Sports Editor 
If there are any questions whether the 
john Carroll men's soccer team's defense is 
going to be effective, their performance 
this past weekend at the Ohio Wesleyan 
Classic should help wipe away some of those 
doubts - so should their follow-up act 
against Malone College. 
Although the Blue Streakscame up short 
ineachof their first two games- both losses 
to top-notch regional opponents last Satur-
day and Sunday- the Streaks' defense held 
both contests dose. In game one, the Blue 
Streaks finished regulation tied l-l with 
host Ohio Wesleyan. However, a converted 
free kick by the Battling Bishops in over-
time helped edge JCU, 2-L Game two pro-
vided more of the same, with the Blue 
Streaks coming up one goal shy as Hope 
College (Ml) held of[ JCU l-0. 
"It was disappoint ing losing our open-
ing two games," said Head Coach Ali 
Kazemaini. "But both [Ohio Wesleyan and 
Hopelare talented competitors, and we held 
our own." 
On Tuesday, at Malone, they held their 
own again, this time for a 1-0victory. Mid-
way through the second half, halfback 
Brady Broshnahan took a pass from sopho-
more Mike Pap and deposited the ball in the 
net for his first goal of the year, and the Blue 
Streaks' first win of the season. Goalkeeper 
Grant Mast recorded his first shutout of the 
1995campaign. 
ln1995,graduation wassupposed to take 
its roll on the Blue Streak defense, which 
lost goalkeeper Michael Lyons and sweeper 
Tom Hahn, both first-team All-Ohio Ath-
leticConferenceselections in 1994. Michael 
Zucal, a first-team all-league defenseman 
in 1993, also graduated. With Lyons, Hahn 
and Zucal in the lineup the last four years, 
the Blue Streaks accumulated over 50 vic-
tories, won three OAC crowns and never 
lost a home game. So far, the loss of those 
three has not been felt. 
Mast is trying to pick up where Lyons 
left off. Before this season Mast had very 
little varsity experience, but according to 
Kazemaini the lack of experience would go 
without being noticed. Mast, along with 
Blue Streak forward Chip Aschenbrener, 
also a sophomore, was named to the all-
tournament team. 
"Grant Mast has been playing excep-
tional (so far this faliL" praised Kazemaini, 
"and we have complete confidence in se-
niorjohnJurcevic,ju nior Bryan Painter, and 
newly acquired Chris Hanson." 
The Blue Streaks return 14 lettermen 
from their second place-finishing OAC 
squad in 1994. They will look tojurcevic 
and fellow seniors Erik Chiprich (fullback) 
andjozsijallcs (forward), for leadership. 
"This year is still a building block," said 
Kazemaini. "We have a lot of young talent 
on this year's team and it's pushing the vet-
erans to get better." 
Mast and company will be tested again 
this afternoon at Kenyon, another top re-
gional team. Kenyon is the Blue Streaks' 
fourth consecutive road game to begin the 
season, a stretch that spans six contests 
before john Carroll's home opener on Sep-
tember 20 against Mount Union. 
GEAR UP FOR 
INTHEDORM 
4888 
VOice-activated 
llllero_ ..... 
Don ml Important calls 
when you 're not in your 
room. Remote operation. 
f43·752MB 
2418 
Balle trim phone 
IIVIIIPICI 
Lighted keypad for dialing 
in the dark. Three colors. 
WMa, f43-S8SMB. Almond . 
1<3-586M8. Oro~ 143-5871.18 
7lll!l 
Slllalded 111-CIIt 
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or TV. 4" woofer and 
1' soft-dome tweeter. 
Black, 1-40·2048MB 
White, 1-40-20591.18 
3999 
Mcrocasette 
recorder 
Great lor recording class 
notes. Easy one-hand 
operation. Two speeds. 
,,_.·1159MB 
5999 
AMIIM 1:1111111 a.lc .,,_Willi E·BIII 
Compact speakers let you share 
the music, headphones let you 
listen privately. 114-12091.18 
3P 
18• 
...._.lVIFM•~ 
llnpp8VIII'ICIIIIIIII 
Fine-tuning control for clearer 
picture and sound. 
f15-1806l.tB 
Advanced lheiMI'ul 
Survival 
check list 
o Phone cords alii accessories 
o Alarm clock or clock radio 
o TV, VCR and VIdeo accessories 
o Security devices 
a ..._.accea ........ 
o Batteries 
0 Stereo equipment, speakers 
•d a~dlo accessories 
o Heavy-duty nashllght 
OSmokaahl'm 
0 1¥1-tlme Job (seethe m•at~ar 
ol your local Radio Shack store) 
AC accass•les to power YDII' dorm 
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. 1st-262tMB ...... . ............... . .. 2.99 
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. 161-2131M .... 22.99 
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. 1'61·2622MB ............ 3 .99 
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch . 1st-2150MB . . ... .. 8.99 
Single outlet spike protector. t61·2791 MB . . . .. . ....... ......... 6.99 
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whito.I61-2744MB. Brown. rst-274SMB ..... . . 1.99 
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whito,f61-27<SMB Brown, ost-2747MB ....... 2.39 
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. 161-27411MB . .. .................. 3.49 
Prices apply at part1apatmg Radio Sh.1ck stores and dealers. ltems .not ava1lable at a partopat1110 store 
c.an be special -ordered (s~.tbiect to ava~labll•ty) at the advertised pnce A partrc•patino store wtll oHer a 
comparable value it the product IS sokl out. Independent Rad10 Shack dealers and franchisees may not 
De partiCipating 1n th•s ad or stocl!: or special-order every 1tem adverhsed. Copies of ap-pl1cable war-
ranties are avaJiable upon request at stores lor 1nspecnon bef().(e saJe, or by wrttmo Customer .Relat.ons, 
1400 One Tandy C.nter, Fort Worth TJ( 76102. fedEx u Ide marts used by permission 
Stores up to 12 frequently used Small enough to carry in your 
formulas and runs them witn backpack or purse. t63-21tOMB T RE S ® 
just a few keystrokes. H;S-808NB Franldlri Is a reQislered trademart ol Frankltn JIE PAIR HOP 
Electronic Publishing. Inc. 
wLe_ca_n_w-rap_a..:g-itt-. ad-d-a~ca'-rd-a-nd-s-ru_Jp ~-~ ----~--.-.-.. --~-e....:==,,;,:.:;;;:.;;;h=;...~--e--1-l-®"---------l~~:~,, 
anywhere in the US via FadE,.. delivery a t;li most major brands of out-of-warranty 
service. For a store near you or to order, call -v.; • electronics. For a store near you, call 1ou've got questions. We've got answers.SM 800 THE SHACKSM 1-800-THE-SHACK.. 1- - -
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James Awtcch\o 
Rev. CR. Bukala, SJ.Ied the football team in a pre-season 
ceremony Tuesday. The team is dedicating this season to the 
memory of late Carroll President Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, SJ. 
Sports Flashes 
If john Carroll has hopes of conquering the Ohio Athletic 
Conference All-Sports crown for 1995--96, it will have to stan its 
campaign on the road during the fall semester. Both Blue Streak 
soccer teams travel to meet their opponents for nine of their first 
lO contests. The football team starts its campaign with four of 
lts first five games on the road. 
Wom.ca'• volleyball: The 1995 OAC Preseason Coaches' 
Poll picked john Carroll's 'WOmen's volleyball team to finish third 
in conference play. jCU accumulated 77 fitst-place votes from 
the coaches. Ohio Northern, picked to finish first in the confer-
ence by the coaches, received 99 first-place votes. 
Football: Head Coach Tony DeCarlo needs just four more 
victories to pass Herb Eisele as the most victorious head coach in 
the seasons of Blue Streak football 
year, 
NCAA Division ll1 Track 
May. She became the fustJCU female athlete to earn All-Ameri-
can honors in track and field -· Former jCU wrestlet Aaron . 
Sheets was named to the GTE Academic All-America All-Dis-
trict IV Men's At-Large squad. Former JCU runner, and soccer 
player, Danielle Sluga also earned a spot on tht GTE Academic 
All-American All-District IV WomensAt·Large team. 
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W omen·s soccer breaks even 
Lose in Michigan Saturday, rebound in Indiana Sunday 
Jonathan Kase 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The 1995 season opener for the 
john Carroll women'ssoccer team 
provided the Blue Streaks with a 
test right from the start. 
The women traveled to Michi-
gan and lndiana for their first two 
games of the new season. On Sat-
urday, in Michigan, they faced a 
tough Kalamazoo team that went 
!5-5 last year and won the Michi-
gan Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation championship. 
The Blue Streaks batt led to a 1-
1 half time tie, withjCU's goalcom-
ing on a converted penalty kick by 
sophomore Shannon Sullivan -
the Streaks' leading point scorer in 
1994. However, the second half 
exposed the travel-weary legs of 
the Carroll women as Kalamazoo 
scored five times in posting a 6-1 
victory. 
"We basically fell apart," as-
sessed sophomore Danielle 
LaCour. ·we were tired from the 
long bus ride. We dragged and 
they were more energetic. 
"We didn't communicate a lot 
in the second half in Kalamazoo,' 
LaCour continued. "Going into St. 
Mary'slonSundaylthecoachestold 
us to talk to each other, and it 
played a big part in us winning." 
The game in Indiana ended the 
road tripon a positivenoteforJCU. 
The Blue Streaks toppled host St. 
Mary's College 2-0. The two goals 
came in the early part of the sec-
ond ha If courtesy of the forward 
duo of Molly Burke and Thea 
Consler. Burke kept up her pace 
from last year as the Streaks' sec-
ond-leading point scorer. Her goal 
was unassisted; Cansler scored on 
a connection from defender Stef 
Colonna. 
'The communication versus St. 
Mary's was better. Maybe nerves 
had a part in our opening-game 
performance," LaCour said. "But 
we went mto the second game 
with a better feel for each other 
and we played our game." 
This year's Blue Streaks return 
semors Burke, Colonna, Consler, 
and Sue Prise for thetr fourth year 
of action. They, along with six 
other letterwinners, return to try 
to improve upon last season's 9-6-
2(+ 3-2 in theOhioAthleticCon-
ference)record and fifth place fin-
ish in theOAC Youth is abundant 
on this year's team as 12 of the 18 
women on the roster are under-
classmen. 
'We have the talent," surmised 
LaCour, "to do as well or better 
than last year." The Streaks fin-
ished over .500 for only the sec-
ond time in school history in 1994. 
The Blue Streaks travelto Penn-
sylvania this Saturday to take on 
Geneva in their next game. They 
return to Wasmer Field to open 
the home schedule against Ohio 
Northern, September 16. 
Cross country tunes-up for 1995 season 
Jude Kllly men'scoachsaidoftheCasemeet. all at a 20:27 clip. Carroll senior 
Sports Editor 'It gives us a tune-up. That's ex- Tish Kanaga also finished in the 
At last weekend's Case West- actlyhowwegointolthe meet11t's top 20 -IJth - in 20:47. 
ern Reserve Invitational the john basically an opportunity to find Women's Coach Grove Jewett 
Carroll University cross country out whatguysareable todoin the echoedStupica'ssentimentsabout 
teams looked at the event like summer." CWRU's purpose. 
stretching out before they run: Freshman james Van Dress led 'It was strictly a tune-up for 
Warm up first, then go hard. alljCU runners, fin ishing lOth in us," Jewett said. 'We look at th1s 
Both the men's and women's 29:27. Dave Frattare, a junior, Invitational as a scrimmage." 
crosscountryteams,whofinished crossed the finish line seven spots Both men 's and women's 
fourth and fifth , respectively, out behind Van Dress, in 17th,at30:07. squads finished fifth m the con-
of seven competitors at CWRU, Stupica seemed comfortable ferencelastyear,butStupicahopes 
used the event to see where their with theoutcome.'l'm reasonably his team can build off of this tune-
squads' members stand af ter with what we have done," U? for weeks to come m an e£fort 
----~~--.. ------~.---~.,. and summer -especially 
before conference cham plonsh ips 
come around. 
"This is for us to get involved in 
competition," Don Stupica, the 
letic Conference in 1995. 
'Weare hoping we can get th1s 
thing togo, and nurture it, 'Stupica 
said. "And be ready by the time 
conferencechampionshipscome. • 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
from the Military Science Department 
Nancy Berardinelli 
Andrew Vielhaber 
Monika Pilipczuk 
John Sullivan 
Jack French 
Jamie Barbour 
Danny Rogers 
J .J. Mitchell 
Mike Baumann 
Nelson So 
ARMY ROTC SAL1JTES 01JR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
For details, visit 2nd Floor o( the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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-
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Defense remains strong as Streaks blank Malone, 1-0 
Michael Ziccardi 
Assistant Sports Editor 
If there are any questions whether the 
john Carroll men's soccer team's defense is 
going to be effective, their performance 
this past weekend at the Ohio Wesleyan 
Classicshould helpwipeawaysomeof those 
doubts - so should their follow-up act 
against Malone College. 
Although theBlueStreakscame up short 
ineachof their first two games - both losses 
to top-notch regional opponents last Satur-
day and Sunday-the Streaks' defense held 
both contests close. In game one, the Blue 
Streaks finished regulation tied 1-l with 
host Ohio Wesleyan. However, a convened 
free kick by the Battling Bishops in over-
time helped edgejCU, 2-1. Game two pro-
vided more of the same, with the Blue 
Streaks coming up one goal shy as Hope 
College (M f) held off JCU l-0. 
"It was disappointing losing our open-
ing two games," said Head Coach Ali 
Kazemaini. "But both [Ohio Wesleyan and 
Hope] are talentedcompetiwrs,and we held 
our own." 
On Tuesday, at Malone, they held their 
own again, this time for a 1-0 victory. Mid-
way through the second half, halfback 
Brady Brosh nahan took a pass from sopho-
more Mike Pap and deposited the ball in the 
net for his first goal of the year, and the Blue 
Streaks' first win of the season. Goalkeeper 
Grant Mast recorded his first shutout of the 
1995 campaign. 
ln1995,graduarion was supposed to take 
its toll on the Blue Streak defense, which 
lost goalkeeper Michael Lyons and sweeper 
Tom Hahn, both first-team All-Qhio Ath-
letic Conference selections in 1994. Michael 
Zucal a first-team all-league defenseman 
in 1993,also graduated. With Lyons, Hahn 
and Zucal in the lineup the last four years, 
the Blue Streaks accumulated over 50 vic-
tories, won three OAC crowns and never 
lost a home game. So far, the loss of those 
three has not been felt. 
Mast is trying to pick up where lyons 
left off. Before this season Mast had very 
little varsity experience, but according to 
Kazemaini the lack of experience would go 
without being noticed. Mast, along with 
Blue Streak forward Chip Aschenbrener, 
also a sophomore, was named to the all-
tournament team. 
"Grant Mast has been playing excep-
tional [so far this fa11], • praised Kazemaini, 
"and we have complete confidence in se-
nior Johnjurcevic,junior Bryan Painter, and 
newly acquired Chris Hanson." 
The Blue Streaks return 14 lettermen 
from their second place-finishing OAC 
squad in 1994. They will look to Jurcevic 
and fellow seniors Erik Chiprich (fullback) 
and jozsi jalics (forward), for leadership. 
"This year is still a building block," said 
Kazemaini. "We have a lot of young talent 
on this year's team and it's pushing the vet-
erans to get better." 
Mast and company wil1 be tested again 
this afternoon at Kenyon, another top re-
gional team. Kenyon is the Blue Streaks' 
fourth consecutive road game to begin the 
season, a stretch that spans six contests 
before john Carroll's home opener on Sep-
tember 20 against Mount Union. 
GEAR UP FOR 
IN THE DORM 
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VOice· KtiVatad 
micro .WII'tr 
Oon'l mt s Important celts 
when you're not in your 
room. Remote operation. 
t43·7521AB 
2418 
Ballclrtm .. 
IIVIIIPICI 
Lighted keypad for dialing 
in the dark. Three colors. 
WhHe. 143·585MB. Almond, 
143·5861>18 Gray, 143·5871AB 
7ll!l 
Great for use near PC 
or TV 4" woofer and 
1" soft-dome tweeter. 
Black, 140·20o481AB 
Wh11o, 140-2059MB 
Great for recording class 
notes. Easy one-hand 
operation. Two speeds. 
11A·1158MB 
5899 
34• 
Mt/FM illllltlllllllc 
Qlta Willi E·Bin 
Compact speakers le1 you share 
the muaic, headphones let you 
listen privately. t14·1209MB 
18• 
illlllllr TV/FM ._ 
.....reception 
Fine-tuning control for clearer 
picture and sound. 
t15·18081AB 
Advanced ....... 
Stores up to 12 frequently used Small enough to carry in your 
Survival 
check list 
o Phone cords and accessories 
o Alarm clock or clock radio 
o TV, VCR and VIdeo accessories 
o Security devices 
0 Stereo equipment, speakers 
and aullo accessories 
o Heavy-duty naahllght 
o Smoke alarm 
0 IWI-dme Job Cs• the manager 
ol JDII' local Radio Shack store) 
AC accessories to power v• dorm 
4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. NG1·2621MB •.. ..••....•......••.• . . 2.99 
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. t61-21311A .... 22.99 
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. 161·2622MB ............ 3.99 
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. M61-21SOIAB ......• 8. 99 
Single outlet spike protector. 1161-2791MB ........... . .......... 6.99 
6-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whi1e ,I61·2744MB. Brown. t6t-2745MB ...•... 1.99 
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. While.II61-2746MB &own,I61·2747MB ....... 2.39 
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. 161-2748MB .. . .................. 3.49 
Prh:es apply at pan1t1pal!ng Radio Shack stores and deaJe1s. Items not ava lable at a p.art1cipatlng store 
tan be special-ordered (SUblett to ava lablirty) at the advertised price . A part1crpatino store w~l of1ef a 
comparable value if the product ~ sotd out IOOependef\1 RadiO Shad dealers and franchrsees may not 
~ parbopatmo rn ttts ad or stoc:k or spetlaJ-order every rtem advertised. Copies or applicable war-
rantaes are available upon ~quest at stores tor 1\spection before sale, or by wntmg Customer Re~tlons , 
WOO One Tandy C.nler, fort Worth TX 76102 fedEx Uademarl<$ used by permissloo 
formulas and runs them with backpack or purse. t63·2110MB THE RE S 5 
J·ust a few keystrokes. f65-B081AB Funi!lri Is a reatstered trademarl< o1 f rilllklin PAIR HOP 
~------------------------~E~~~M~C~~=~~=~g~,I~~~· -----------L------------~ 
lladlelllaeK 
We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship il 
anywhere in the US via Fed~ delivery 
service. For a store near you or to orde~ call 
1-800-THE-SHACK .. 
llad1e lhaeK 
You've got que tions. We've got answers.SM 
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix 
mosl major brands of out-of-warranty 
electronics. For a store near you, call 
1-800-THE-SHACK"' 
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Jl.fl\U Aurto:hto 
Rev. CR. Bukala, SJ.Ied the football team in a pre-season 
ceremony Tuesday. The team is dedicating this season to the 
memory of late Carroll President Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, SJ. 
Sports Flashes 
If John Carroll has hopes of conquering the Ohio Athletic 
Conference All-Sports crown for 1995-96, it will have to stan irs 
campaign on the road during the fall semester. Both Blue Streak 
soccer teams travel to meet their opponents for nine of their first 
10 contests. The football team starts irs campaign with four of 
its first five games on the road. 
Women's Tollcyball: The 1995 OAC Preseason Coaches' 
PollpickedjohnCarroll's"-''men'svolleyballteamtofinishthird 
in conference play. JCU accumulated 77 first-place votes from 
the coaches. Ohio Northern, picked to finish first in the confer-
ence by the coaches, received 99 first-place~ 
Football: Head Coach Tony DeCarlo needs just four more 
victories to pass Herb Eisele as the most victorious head coach in 
the seasons of Blue Streak £ootball 
SPORTS 1s 
W omen·s soccer breaks even 
Lose in Michigan Saturday, rebound in Indiana Sunday 
Jonathan Kase 
Assistant Sports Ed1tor 
The 1995 season opener for the 
john Carroll women's soccer team 
provided the Blue Streaks with a 
test right from the start. 
The women traveled to Michi-
gan and Indiana for their first two 
games of the new season. On Sat-
urday, in Michigan, they faced a 
tough Kalamazoo team that went 
15-Slast year and won the Michi-
gan Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation championship. 
The Blue Streaks battled to a 1-
1 half time tie, with JCU'sgoa lcom-
ingonaconverted penalty kick by 
sophomore Shannon Sullivan -
the Streaks' leading point scorer in 
1994. However, the second half 
exposed the travel-weary legs of 
the Carroll women as Kalamazoo 
scored five times in posting a 6-1 
victory. 
"We basically fell apart," as-
sessed sophomore Da nielle 
LaCour. "We were tired from the 
long bus ride. We dragged and 
they were more energetic. 
"We didn't communicate a lot 
in the second half in Kalamazoo,' 
LaCourcontinued. "GoingimoSt. 
Mary's[onSundaylthecoaches told 
us to talk to each other, and it 
played a big part in us winning.• 
The game in Indiana ended the 
road tripon a positive notefor JCU. 
The Blue Streaks toppled host St. 
Mary's College 2-0. The two goals 
came in the early part of the sec· 
ond half courtesy of the forward 
duo of Molly Burke and Thea 
Consler. Burke kept up her pace 
from last year as the Streaks' sec-
ond-leadingpoimscorer. Her goal 
was unassisted; Consler scored on 
a connection from defender Stef 
Colonna. 
"The communication versus St. 
Mary's was bener. Maybe nerves 
had a part in our opening-game 
performance," LaCour said. "But 
we went into the second game 
with a better feel for each other 
and we played our game." 
This year's Blue Streaks return 
semors Burke, Colonna, Consler, 
and Sue Prise for their fourth year 
of action. They, along with six 
other letterwinners, return to try 
to improve upon lastseason's9-6-
2 ( 4-3-2 in the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference)record and fifth place fin-
ish in theOAC Youth is abundant 
on this year's team as 12 of the 18 
women on the roster are under-
classmen. 
"We have the talent," surmised 
LaCour, "to do as well or better 
than last year" The Streaks fin-
ished over 500 for only the sec-
ond time in school history in 1994. 
The Blue Streaks travel to Penn-
sylvania this Saturday to take on 
Geneva in their next game They 
return to Wasmer Field to open 
the home schedule against Ohio 
Northern, Septem her 16. 
Cross country tunes-up for 1995 season 
Jude Kllly men's coach said of the Case meet. all at a 2(}27 clip. Carroll senior 
Sports Editor "It gives us a tune-up. That's ex- Tish Kanaga also fimshed in the 
At last weekend's Case West· actlyhowwegointo[themeetllt's top 20 -13th- in 20:47 
ern Reserve Invitational the john basically an opportunity to find Women's Coach Grove jewett 
Carroll University cross country out what guys are able to do in the echoed Stupica'ssentimentsabout 
teams looked at the event like summer" CWRU's purpose. 
stretching out before they run: Freshman james Van Dress led 'It was strictly a tune up for 
Warm up first, then go hard. allJCU runners, finishing lOth in us," jewett said. "We look at this 
Both the men's and women's 29:27. Dave Frattare, a junior, Invitational as a scrimmage." 
cross country teams, who finished crossed the finish line seven spots Both men 's and women's 
fourth and fifth, respectively, out behind Van Dress, in l7th,at30:07. squads finished ftfth in the con-
of seven competitors at CWRU, Stupica seemed comfortable ferencelastyear,but tup1cahopes 
used the event to see where their with the outcome. "I'm reasonably histeamcanbulldoff of this tune-
squads' members stand after pleased with what we have done," up for weeks to come in an effort 
~--~~~--.-~--~ ...... ~e 
and summer school - especially of his runners came in aroun the 
30-minute mark, close to a six-
minute-per-mile pace. 
letic Conference in 1995. 
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: "1996 MISS OHIO USA511 PAGEANT" : .. .. 
: tffoio1 ~vffls& : 
! USA·~ ! 
.. ¥ 
¥ NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED 1f 
¥ If you are an applicant who ¥ 
¥ qualifies and are between the ages of ¥ 
¥ 18 and 27 by February I, 1996, never ¥ 
:If married and at least a six month ¥ 
¥ resident of Ohio, thus college dorm ¥ 
¥ students are eligible, you could be ¥ 
¥ Ohio's representative at the CBS-na- ¥ 
¥ tionally televised Miss USA• Pag- 1f 
¥ eant*lnFebruarytocompeteforover ¥ 
$200,000 In cash and prizes. The ¥ 
: Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1996 wiU ¥ 
be presented in the Grand Ballroom 
¥ of the Columbus Marriott North in ¥ 
! l.lissOhioUSA511 Columbus, Ohio, November24, 25& '! 
...,.. 26, 1995. The new Miss Ohio USA, T 
¥ along with her expense paid trip to ¥ 
¥ compete in the CBS-nationally televised Miss USA Pageant, will receive ¥ 
¥ over $2,000 in cash among her many prizes. All ladies interested in ¥ 
¥ competing for the title must respond by mail. Letters Mllll lmlude 11 ¥ 
¥ r«enl•n•psbot, • 6rkf6Uif"•PIIt, IUI4rea MUI• pbom ¥ 
¥ nn•ber. WRITE TO: ¥ 
¥ t99& 11SS OliO USA PlGUIIT :tGPwnr!roo6tdlolr'.-'"'A""~\ ¥ 
Jtf doTri-SIIIo~·D!!tCA c:dttalioc- ,....._ 1f 
:If Wlcaiii"-Wallqion.PA IS))t M,_tl \~) 1f 
Jot Tn Slale ~ F'tlln is 1412) 22S-5343 .,._,.'"" • ....,_... '-·-" ld. T ..:MBER T 
.. ..,,,~ ..,_,,..,. OdHfr 7, 19JJ .. 
... 'Miu IIS«0 1'·-t.~ qftwM..U..O. S.WMe ti..U.f-1· :If 
.. Ml.ss Oblo US4- P~trllls "A CArtlertl ~- >f .. ............................... . 
beforeconferencechamplonships 
come around. 
"This is for us to get involved in 
competition," Don Stupica, the 
] unior Amy Fenske led thejCU 
women'sattack,placingsixthover-
"Weare hoping we can get thts 
thing togo, and nurture it," Stu pica 
said. "And be ready by the time 
conferencechampionshipscome.· 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
CONGRATULATIONS 
from the Military Science Department 
Nancy Berardinelli 
Andrew Vielhaber 
Monika Pilipczuk 
John Sullivan 
Jack French 
Jamie Barbour 
Danny Rogers 
J.J. Mitchell 
Mike Baumann 
Nelson So 
ARMY ROTC SALUTES OlJR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTFSI'COLLEGE 
COORSEYOU CANTAHE. 
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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- V-ba I takes early umble 
Spikers try to stay up after falling down 
---
::. 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
Do not read into the john 
Carroll volleyball team's 1-.3 start. 
While most teams would be 
disappointed starting below .500 
-especially af tersi[[ingabove the 
mark smce November of 1991 -
the Blue Streaks look at last 
weekend's re-
Thomas More (2-15, 16-lBand 14-
16)and Wittenberg03-15,5-15,15-
8, 15-5 and 10 15) and defeating 
Centre College03-15, 15-13,15-11, 
l4-16and 15-12). 
"It would be easy to getdiscour-
aged, but we have a lot of confi-
dence," said sophomore Lori Ham-
mer. "We are young, but we are 
coming 
sults at the 
Thomas More 
Skyline Chili 
Classic as a 
tune-up for bet-
ter things to 
come. 
"I don't like to lose, 
but this is a team 
that shouldn't be 
together. 
We will 
be an ex-
c i t i n g 
team to 
watch." 
"This is a measured On WfnS 
young team, 
"We 
showed 
l h i s 
weekend 
that we 
are close 
to becom-
ing a con-
one that will and losses. , 
continue to im-
prove very 
much in every 
match: sa1d 
C o a c h 
Gretchen Weitbrecht 
Gretchen Weitbrecht. "Obviously, 
we havetoreplacesomegreatplay-
ers, and our style of play will be 
much quicker. Right now we are 
so close. We're only one pass, one 
less mental m1stake, from reach-
ing a level to compete and come 
out on top.· 
Weitbrecht's players are also 
optimistic, even after losing to 
Washington(l5-17, 4-15and 9-15), 
sistent 
team ," sophomore Pam Jimison 
said. "We all ... are taking the ftrst 
steps to becoming a very good 
team." 
Weitbrecht's change in phi-
losophytsduein part to the gradu-
ation of two of john Carroll's of-
fensive powers from last season, 
two-time All-American Stacey 
Mullally and JCU's all-time as-
sists leader, Leslie Mahl. Mullally 
and Mahl were instrumental in 
helpingJCUearn two NCAA play-
off appearances, as well as help-
ing lead Carroll to three consecu-
tive 30· win seasons. Yet, 
Weitbrecht feels she has the play-
ers to step into those roles. 
"The two freshmen (Leslie 
Dissel and Molly Ridenour) come 
from programs that went to the 
state tournament, and they have 
stepped right into their roles with 
the team," said Wettbrecht. 
JCU will play at the Elmhurst 
College Tournament this week-
end,thetournamentitwon inl993 
and was the runner-up in in 1994. 
Weitbrecht will be looking to her 
veterans to help ease some of the 
transition. Players like Hammer, 
whom Weitbrecht said is "stron-
ger ... quicker ... and more self -con-
fident" in 1995, senior captain 
Dawn Ehinger,Jimison and Katy 
Perrone will be counted on for 
regular contributions. Ebinger, 
according to Weitbrecht is the core 
of the team's defense. She also 
ta ppedjimison as a consistent part 
of the Blue Streak lineup. Of 
Perrone Weitbrecht said, "She is 
definitely the stabilizing force on 
this team, she energizes everyone 
else on the floor. 
'I don't like to lose, but this is a 
team that shouldn't be measured 
Two t ime All-American, and John Carroll's all-time kills leader, 
Stacey Mullally, a 1994 graduate, helped take the Blue Streaks 
to two NCAA tournament berths and three 30-win seasons. 
Rnding the right lineup after her departure is one of the keys to 
the 1995 John Carroll volleyball season. 
on wins and losses ,' said 
Weitbrecht., in her sixth year. "Be-
cause of our effort, we can win 
every match. ltwill be interesti ng 
to see how far this team can go." 
The Blue Streaks will host the 
College of Wooster this coming 
Wednesday at 6:30p.m. 
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V-ball take ear y tumble 
Spikers try to stay up after falling down 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
Do not read into the John 
Carroll volleyball team's I-3 start 
While most teams would be 
disappointed starting below .500 
-especially af tersiningabove the 
mark since November of 1991-
the Blue Streaks look at last 
weekend's re-
Thomas More (2-15, 16-18 and 14-
16)and Wmenberg03-l5,5-15,15-
8, 15-5 and 10-15) and defeating 
Centre College (13-15,15-13, 15-11, 
l4-16and 15-12) 
"It would beeasytogetdiscour-
aged, but we have a lot of confi-
dence,"satdsophomore Lon Ham-
mer. "We are young, but we are 
coming 
sults at the 
Thomas More 
Skyline Ch tli 
Classic as a 
tune-up for bet-
ter things to 
come. 
"I don't like to lose, 
but this Is a team 
that shouldn't be 
together 
We will 
be an ex-
c i t i n g 
team to 
watch." 
"This is a meaSUted On WinS 
young team, 
"We 
showed 
t h i s 
weekend 
that we 
are close 
to becom-
ing aeon-
one that will and losses. , 
continue to im-
prove very 
much in every 
match: said 
C o a c h 
Gretchen Weitbrecht 
Gretchen Weitbrecht. "ObviOusly, 
we have to replace some great play-
ers, and our style of play will be 
much quicker. Right now we are 
so close. We're only one pass, one 
less mental mistake, from reach-
ing a level to compete and come 
out on lOp." 
Weitbrec ht's players are also 
optimistic, even after losing to 
Washington (15-17, 4-15and 9-15), 
sistent 
team," sophomore Pam Jimison 
said. "We all ... are taking the first 
steps to becoming a very good 
team." 
Weitbrecht's change in phi-
losophy is due in part to the gradu-
ation of two of john Carroll's of-
fensive powers from last season, 
two-time All-American Stacey 
Mullally and JCU's all-time as-
sists leader, Leslie Mahl. Mullally 
and Mah l were instrumental in 
helpingjCUearn two NCAA play-
off appearances, as well as help-
ing lead Carroll to three consecu-
tive 30 win seasons. Yet, 
Weitbrecht feels she has the play-
ers to step into those roles. 
"The two freshmen (Leslie 
Dlssel and Molly Ridenour) come 
from programs that went to the 
state tournament, and they have 
stepped right into their roles with 
the team," said Wei t brec h t. 
JCU will play at the Elmhurst 
College Tournament this week-
end, thewurnamentit won inl993 
and was the runner-up in in 1994. 
Weitbrecht will be looking to her 
veterans to help ease some of the 
transition. Players like Hammer, 
whom Weitbrecht said is "stron-
ger ... quicker ... and more self-con-
fident" in 1995, senior captain 
Dawn Ebinger,jimison and Katy 
Perrone will be counted on for 
regular contributions. Ebinger, 
according to Weitbrechtisthecore 
of the team's defense. She also 
tappedjimison as a consistent part 
of the Blue Streak lineup. Of 
Perrone Weitbrecht said, "She is 
definitely the stabilizing force on 
this team, she energizes everyone 
else on the floor. 
'l don't like to lose, but this is a 
team that shouldn't be measured 
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Two time All-American, and John Carroll's al l-time kills leader, 
Stacey Mullally, a 1994 graduate, helped take the Blue St reaks 
to two NCAA tournament berths and three 30-win seasons. 
Finding the right lineup after her departure is one of the keys to 
the 1995 John Carroll volleyball season. 
on wins and losses,' said 
Weitbrecht, in her sixth year. "Be-
cause of our effort, we can win 
every match. !twill be interesting 
to see how far this team can go." 
The Blue Streaks will host the 
College of Wooster this coming 
Wednesday at 6:30p.m. 
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Hamburgers 
worth their 
we·ght in gold 
Upon returning tojCU this fall, students have discov-
ered thatjCU is a new place in many respects. From 
the much needed addition to Grasselli Library to the 
new menu in the cafeteria, positive changes have been 
made. 
One strikingly negative change occurred in the only 
student hang-oUl on campus: The Inn Between. And, 
while the new wall color and new tables are aestheti-
cally pleasing, these are not really the changes affect-
ing most students. That change is the huge price infla-
tion at The Inn Between. 
There is no doubt a bout it, prices at The lnn Between 
are outrageous this year! Inflation is tolerable, and 
even expected, to a certain point. Atthis rate, however, 
buying a can of pop or a container of yogurt from The 
Inn Between could cost more than the amount the 
bookstore wilt give you for actually attempting to sell 
back a used book at the end of the semester. 
But, speaking of inflation, we as Carroll students are 
all too familiar with this, after being faced with a 
rather large tuition increase this year. Naturally, tu-
ition increases are necessary, and over time we learn to 
accept them. This is due, in part, to the realization that 
tuition must be increased over time to help pay for 
renovations for the school, such as those made to the 
library, the campus grounds in general, and yes, even 
the new decor of The Inn Between. There£ ore, since we 
are now paying so much more in tuition, how can we 
possibly afford the new inflated lnn Between prices, 
and for what possible reason are they necessary? 
Accordin to Marriott Food Services, the company is 
simply trying to keep up with local retail prices, al-
though Marriott Manager Dan Yeager admits that 
Marriott has not finished evaluating local retail com-
parisons. He also admits that Marriott should have 
increased prices more gradual! y over time, rather than 
making the huge jump this year. Pizza Hut prices, for 
instance, have not changed since 1989, and The Inn 
Between prices have remained the same for the past 
two years. ln the r uture, Marriott should be willing to 
consider an mcrease in Munch Money /Plus Points, to 
even out the inflated prices of The Inn Between. 
The students of Carroll should not sit by and just 
accept this price increase; they should make their 
concerns known. The Studem Union is busy right 
now taking active measures to petition against the 
new lnn Between prices. While not trying to attack 
Marriott, and whtle recognizing the positive changes 
that have taken place, the SU is just trying to make 
sure that prices are fair for the students. Students 
should recognize and support these efforts, by signing 
the SU petition because, quite literal! y, we cannot af-
ford not to. 
NEANWHILE AT A MARAIOTT SOARD NEETING. ••• 
HITS & m i s s e s 
HIT: The new library--people actually want to study in there. m I s s: 
The library closed on Labor Day. HIT: No smoking in the Inn Between, or 
anywhere. m I s s: No smoking in the Inn Between, or anywhere. HIT: 
The new Inn Between decor--Gee, don't we miss the old 70's orange and 
brown? m I s s: The Inn Between prices. HIT: Welcome Back Week. 
m I s s: First Light Concert moved indoors. m l s s: The new cafeteria 
format--what a mess ... How long does pasta need to cook, anyway? 
m I s s: Icicles forming in the cafeteria. HIT: The new Choir Director and 
his plans for a new program. m I s s: The loss of a practice room to 
students not in band or choir. HIT: The Cleveland Indians--Go Tribe! HIT: 
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum opening and concert. HIT: 
Voicemail. m l s s: Voicemail and long distance problems. 
Awaiting JCU's 22nd president 
Last spring, the john Carroll community was dealt a major loss: the death of Rev. 
Michael]. Lavelle, SJ., president of JCU since 1988. 
While losing Father Lavelle could have been a major setback for the Carroll commu-
nity, both emotionally and administratively, we, as a university,should recognize the 
determination and perseverance used to find and select a new president, resulting in 
the election of Rev. john]. Shea, S.]. by theJCU Board of Trustees this past August. 
In the aftermath of Father Lavelle's death, despite the potential for bureaucratic 
chains, the university moved on efficiently and swiftly. Almost immediately, the 
JCU Board of Trustees formed a presidential search committee which acted quickly 
and thoroughly to complete an eXhaustive review of the jesuits available to fill the 
presidency. In addition, Dr. Frederick Travis, acting president, appointed a faculty 
advisory search committee. After consulting faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, 
Jesuits, and even students, a relatively quick decision was made in selecting Father 
Shea, thereby moving the school forward. 
In continuing to seek only jesuits for the position, the committee also preserved a 
respected tradition. It is with eager anticipation that the university awaits thejanu-
ary,l996 arrival and administration of Father Shea. 
Commentary: Cleveland is no longer the "Armpit of America" 
Too much ground to cover, can't fit it all, 
but._ 
I never ever ever ever ever, thought I 
would say this, but Cleveland has really 
shaped up, Labor day weekend was 
nothing less than a graduation party for 
the city: from the "Armpit of America" to 
------- one of the best cities 
in the North east. 
I truly believe that 
the price increase in 
the Inn Between Is 
justified. Someone 
had to pay for the 
sweeping renovation 
in the regular cafete-
ria. Hey, here's token 
marketing ploy: let's 
move the furniture 
around, add a couple 
more items to the menu, and see if the 
food tastes any better! If you're going to 
make changes, at the very least buy 
better peanut butter and jelly, in another 
week that's what most people will be 
eating anyway. Maybe it's time the Univer-
sity did some shopping around ... 
If Windows '95 were any closer to the 
Macintosh Operating system circa 1984, it 
would be packaged with a complimentary 
copy of Men at Work's first album, a 
replica of the bright red leather jacket 
Michael Jackson wore in "Beat it", and a 
Walter Mondale campaign sticker. 
Look for a different type of leadership 
from the Student Union this year. With the 
arrival of a new University president there 
is at least a small window of hope that 
students will get more rights here. Sure 
they may still have those dances, and ice 
cream socials, but recent petitions against 
Marriott pricing and the non-smoking 
policies on campus could be a sign that 
John Cranley's second term could be a little 
more productive than his first on Student 
rights issues. Anyone who thinks the SU is 
only interested in social gatherings and dances, 
hasn't seen Cranley dance ... 
If you were here last year, you may remem-
ber the story about Theresa and Allyson Kosik. 
students here at Carroll. Their father was 
inrected with HIV, apparently after a blood 
transfusion in or around 1985. This past 
summer, Allan Kosik died. Kosik wasn't a drug 
addict, he wasn't a homosexual, he wasn't what 
Jesse Helms would call a pervert: he was a 
husband, a father of three, and from what 
Theresa told me, a wonderful man. lf any good 
ever comes from a man's death, it is the best 
proof that AIDS is not the result of perverted 
behavior, or "disgusting" lifestyles. I'm not 
sure if Jesse Helms (a U.S. senator who said the 
government should spend less on AIDS re-
search because the only people who get it are 
the equivalent of social deviants), has ever 
heard Kosik's story, or the thousands of stories 
like it, but he really should. Every ignoramus who 
thinks that AIDS only happens to people who 
deserve it, should hear it.... 
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Your Student Union In motion 
Your student union is once again in a state of motion. 
Involvement in this student movement can help you con-
tribute to the life of the University in several ways. 
The Student Union tries to enhance the social life at 
Carroll. Thanks to Kate Robinson we had a terrific Wel-
come Back Week (the trip to Trilogy Friday night was the 
most successful in recent history). Laura Gerken, Roslyn 
Valentino, and Tim Brainard could use your help in plan-
ning Homecoming Activities. Remember w purchase your 
bids this week! The SU hopes to sponsor activities that 
students want, so please bring your ideas to the SU. 
Last year, we started a video store to provide students 
with a service at less than market price (price for rental 
wtth discount card is $2.00). We need your input to con-
tinue its success and deal with concerns such as the store's 
hours. Right now,astudentwilling to manage the store can 
earn academic credit for his or her commitment. Please see 
me for details. 
Internal 
28.8K V.34 Modem 
• 2B.BK data send and receive 
• 14.4K lax send & receive 
1405-7717 
FORIIW 
letters to the editor 
A plethora of issues currently faces the student body. 
The SU is addressing the price increase in the Inn Between. 
The SU Investigative Committee is reviewing the Univer-
sity Heights ordinance that the University Administration 
used to explain the new "no-smoking policy' in campus 
buildings. Wewillre-addressthe relationship between the 
University, SU and organizations on such issues as funding 
and chartering. We will work with faculty and adminis-
tration to revise and improve student-run professor and 
courseevaluations. Oureffortscannotsucceed without an 
active student body. 
The SU wtll make its commitment to service stronger 
this year. We need your help to organize another Marriot 
Appreciation Dinner, which we believe brings all members 
of the Universitycommunityclosertogether. But living up 
to the jesuit motto for education of "men and women for 
others" requires that serving justice transcendsJCU and 
University Heights. jason McMinn and Project Gold need 
your help for activity coordination. Our Operation FOCUS 
19 
food drive to feed 50 families of inner-city Cleveland and 
our Florida mission trip need your help for their continued 
success. 
JCU belongs to the students. The SU hopes tocontribute 
to the life of this University and empower students to feel 
pride for our school. We meet every Tuesday at 5:15 in the 
Jardine Room. You are always welcome. 
john Cranley 
Student Union President 
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Editorial 
Hamburgers 
worth their 
weight in gold 
Upon returning tojCU this fall, students have discov-
ered thatjCU is a new place in many respects. From 
the much needed addition to Grasselh Library to the 
new menu in t hecaf eteria, positive changes have been 
made. 
One strikingly negative change occurred in the only 
student hang-out on campus: The Inn Between. And, 
while the new wall color and new tables are aestheti-
cally pleasing, these are not real! y the changes affect-
ing most students. That change is the huge price infla-
tion at The Inn Between. 
There is no doubt about it, prices at The Inn Between 
are outrageous this year! Inflation is tolerable, and 
evenexpected, toacertainpoint. Atthisrate,however, 
buying acanof poporacontainerof yogurt from The 
Inn Between could cost more than the amount the 
bookstore will give you for actually attempting to sell 
back a used book at the end of the semester. 
But, speaking of inflation, we as Carroll students are 
all too familiar with this, after being faced with a 
rather large tuition increase this year. Naturally, tu-
ition increases are necessary, and over time we learn to 
accept them. This is due, in pan, to the realization that 
tuition must be increased over time to help pay for 
renovations for the school, such as those made to the 
library, the campus grounds in general, and yes, even 
thenewdecorofThe Inn Between. Therefore, since we 
are now paying so much more in tuition, how can we 
possibly afford the new inflated Inn Between prices, 
and for what possible reason are they necessary? 
Accordin to Marriott Food Services, the company is 
simp! y trying tO keep up with local retail prices, al-
though Marriott Manager Dan Yeager admits that 
Marriott has not finished evaluating local retail com-
parisons. He also admits that Marriott should have 
increased prices more gradually over time, rather than 
making the huge jump this year. Pizza Hut prices, for 
instance, have not changed since 1989, and The Inn 
Between prices have remained the same for the past 
two years. In the future, Marriott should be willing to 
consider an increase in Munch Money /Plus Points, to 
even out the inflated prices of The Inn Between. 
The students of Carroll should not sit by and just 
accept this price increase; they should make their 
concerns known. The Student Union is busy right 
now taking active measures to petition against the 
new Inn Between prices. While nor trying to attack 
Marriott, and while recognizing the positive changes 
that have taken place, the SU is just trying to make 
sure that prices are fair for the students. Students 
should recognize and support these efforts, by signing 
the SU petition because, quite literally, we cannot af-
ford not to. 
NEANWHII.E AT A MA.J:JAIO I I BOAAD NIEETING. ••• 
HITS & m i s s e s 
HIT: The new library--people actually want to study in there. m I s s: 
The library closed on Labor Day. HIT: No smoking in the Inn Between, or 
anywhere. m I s s: No smoking in the Inn Between, or anywhere. HIT: 
The new Inn Between decor--Gee, don't we miss the old 70's orange and 
brown? m I s s: The Inn Between prices. HIT: Welcome Back Week. 
m I s s: First Light Concert moved indoors. m I s s: The new cafeteria 
format--what a mess ... How long does pasta need to cook, anyway? 
m I s s: Icicles forming in the cafeteria. HIT: The new Choir Director and 
his plans for a new program. m I s s: The loss of a practice room to 
students not in band or choir. HIT: The Cleveland Indians--Go Tribe! HIT: 
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum opening and concert. HIT: 
Voicemail. m I s s: Voicemail and long distance problems. 
Awaiting JCU's 22nd president 
Last spring, the john Carroll community was dealt a major loss: the death of Rev. 
Michaelj.Lavelle, SJ., president of JCU since 1988. 
While losing Father lavelle could have been a major setback for the Carroll commu-
nity, both emotionally and administratively, we, as a university, should recognize the 
determination and perseverance used to find and select a new president, resulting in 
the election of Rev.johnj. Shea, S]. by thejCU Board of Trustees this past August. 
In the aftermath of Father Lavelle's death, despite the potential for bureaucratic 
chains, the university moved on efficiently and swiftly. Almost immediately, the 
JCU Board of Trustees formed a presidential search committee which acted quickly 
and thoroughly to complete an exhaustive review of the jesuits available to fill the 
presidency. In addition, Dr. Frederick Travis, acting president, appointed a faculty 
advisory search committee. After consulting faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, 
jesuits, and even students, a relatively quick decision was made in selecting Father 
Shea, thereby moving the school forward . 
ln continuing to seek only jesuits for the position, the committee also preserved a 
respected tradition.lt is with eager anticipation that the university awaits the janu-
ary, 1996 arrival and administration of Father Shea. 
Commentary: Cleveland is no longer the "Armpit of America" 
Too much ground to cover, can't fit it all, 
but.. 
I never ever ever ever ever, thought I 
would say this, but Cleveland has really 
shaped up, Labor day weekend was 
nothing less than a graduation party for 
the city: from the" Armpit of America" to 
one of the best cities 
in the North east. 
I truly believe that 
the price increase in 
the Inn Between is 
justified. Someone 
had to pay for the 
sweeping renovation 
in the regular cafete-
ria. Hey, here's tol-en 
1 ~;;~;~~J marketing ploy. let's 
I! move the furniture 
around, add a couple 
more items to the menu, and see if the 
food tastes any better! If you're going to 
make changes, at the very least buy 
better peanut butter and jelly, in another 
week that's what most people will be 
eating anyway. Maybe it's time the Univer-
sity did some shopping around ... 
If Windows '95 were any closer to the 
Macintosh Operating system circa 1984, it 
would be packaged with a complimentary 
copy of Men at Work's first album, a 
replica of the bright red leather jacket 
Michael Jackson wore in "Beat it", and a 
Walter Mondale campaign sticker. 
look for a different type of leadership 
from the Student Union this year. With the 
arrival of a new University president. there 
is at least a small window of hope that 
students will get more rights here. Sure 
they may still have those dances, and ice 
cream socials, but recent petitions against 
Marriott pricing and the non-smoking 
policies on campus could be a sign that 
John Cranley's second term could be a little 
more productive than his first on Student 
rights issues. Anyone who thinks the SU is 
only interested in social gatherings and dances, 
hasn't seen Cranley dance ... 
If you were here last year, you may remem-
ber the story about Theresa and Allyson Kosik, 
students here at Carroll. Their father was 
in;·ected with HIV, apparently after a blood 
transfusion in or around 1985. This past 
summer, Allan Kosik died. Kosik wasn't a drug 
addict, he wasn't a homosexual, he wasn't what 
Jesse Helms would call a pervert: he was a 
husband, a father of three, and from what 
Theresa told me, a wonderful man. If any good 
ever comes from a man's death, it is the best 
proof that AIDS is not the result of perverted 
behavior, or "disgusting" lifestyles. I'm not 
sure if Jesse Helms (a U.S. senator who said the 
government should spend less on AIDS re-
search because the only people who get it are 
the equivalent of social deviants), has ever 
heard Kosik's story, or the thousands of stories 
like it, but he really should. Every ignoramus who 
thinks that AIDS only happens to people who 
deserve it, should hear it .... 
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Your Student Union In motion 
Your student union is once again in a state of monon. 
Involvement in this student movement can help you con-
tribute to the life of the University in several ways. 
The Student Union tries to enhance the social life at 
Carroll. Thanks to Kate Robinson we had a terrific Wel-
come Back Week (the trip to Trilogy Friday night was the 
most successful in recent history). Laura Gerken, Roslyn 
Valentino, and Tim Brainard could use your help in plan-
ning Homecoming Activities. Remember to purchase your 
bids this week! The SU hopes to sponsor activities that 
students want, so please bring your ideas to the SU. 
Last year, we started a video store to provide students 
with a service at less than market price (price for rental 
with discount card is $2.00). We need your input to con-
tinue its success and deal with concerns such as the store's 
hours. Right now, a student willing to manage the store can 
earn academic credit for his or her commitment. Please see 
me for details. 
FORIIW 
letters to the rdi tor 
A plethora of issues currently faces the student body. 
The SU is addressing the price increase in the Inn Between. 
The SU Investigative Committee is reviewing the Univer-
sity Heights ordinance that the University Administration 
used to explain the new "no-smoking policy• in campus 
buildings. We will re-address the relationship between the 
University, SU and organizations on such issuesasfunding 
and chartering. We will work with faculty and adminis-
tration to revise and improve student-run professor and 
course evaluations. Oureffonscannotsucceed without an 
active student body. 
The SU will make its commitment to service stronger 
this year. We need your help to organize another Marriot 
Appreciation Dinner, which we believe brings all members 
of the University comm unitycloser together. But living up 
to the jesuit motto for education of "men and women for 
others" requires that serving jusnce transcends JCU and 
University Heights. jason McMinn and Project Gold need 
your help for activity coordina tion. Our Operation FOCUS 
19 
food drive to feed 50 families of inner-city Cleveland and 
our Florida mission trip need your help for their continued 
success. 
JCUbelongstothestudents. TheSUhopestocontribute 
to the life of this University and empower students to feel 
pride for our school We meet every Tuesday at 5:15 in the 
Jardine Room. You are always welcome. 
John Cranley 
Student Union President 
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c I 
Part-time: Pepper Pike CPA 
firm. Duties: receptionist, 
light secretarial, computer 
data entry, some bookkeep-
ing, accounting. Will train Ex-
cellent opportunities for 
business. 595-3232. Aliza, 
Greenburg, Wells and Asso-
ciates 
Prudential Securities 
College Intern Positions. 
One of the Nation's largest 
Brokerage Firms. 
Must have good interper-
sonal communications skills. 
Flexible Hours · 
(Daytime or Evening) 
5-40 hrs. per week 
Call Tonya at 623-3111 to 
schedule and appointment 
MACINTOSH PowerBook 
Duo 270C. It's better than a 
lap-top. It's better than a 
desk-top. It's BOTH. Com-
plete system includes: 256 
a 
color PowerBook with 12 
megabytes of RAM, 240 
megabyte hard drive, and an 
internal Apple express fax/ 
modem; 14 inch, 256 color 
monitor; upgrade-able Duo 
docking station; Apple ad-
justable keyboard; Campus 
Software package; all 
manuals, power adapters 
and cords; and monitor 
cover. Entire computing unit 
including all original pack-
aging for $2,600 or best 
offer. Call John at 691-
1421 for more information. 
$1000 
FUNDRAISER 
Fraternities, Sororities & 
Student Organizations. 
You've seen credit card 
fundraisers before, but 
you've never seen the 
Citibank fundraiser that 
pays $5.00 per application 
• 
I 
Call Donna at 
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. 
Qualified callers receive a 
FREE camera. 
Earn $2500 & Free Spring 
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & 
Go Free! Best Trips& Prices! 
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Florida! Spring Break Travel! 
1-800-67 8-6386 
Rent: large, furnished 
Shaker Heights room, bath, 
deck $250/mo. 921-4447, 
leave message 
Answer this ad if you would 
like to make a difference in 
the lives of children and you 
are responsible, committed 
and stable. 
Part-time. Afternoon. Call 
Audree at 382-1802. 
Cute kids need fun 
babysitter. Flexible hours. 
The Carroll News 
Think about it. 
Then come to the organizational meeting. 
Wednesday, Sept. 13 
8:30p.m. 
LSC Conference Room 
GIDRG~ 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
CRACKED 
CYMBALS by Michael Slayton 
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MAMA'S 
BOVZ 
by 
Jerry 
Craft 
THI 
IP4TI 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
• 
I e d s 
Please call 595-9542. 
Transportation required. 
Fun reliable babysitter 
wanted. Hours are flexible. 
Please call 371-4214. 
Please provide your own 
transportation. 
Help Wanted: Noggin's 
20100 VanAken Blvd. 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
7 42-9280: seeking servers, 
hosts, hostesses, and 
bussers, for full or part time 
positions. Call or apply be-
tween 2 and 5 p.m. 
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